
 

Space Sector 2814 - Planet Earth - Coast City, California - June 2nd, 2033 
 

“What’s it like looking at the sun, knowing you’re the reason it’s still in the sky?” This question was                   
posed to Hal Jordan by his great friend Barry Allen. The two of them were sitting on a park bench, watching as                      
the sun slowly set and the sky dimmed. The bench was wooden and chipped, with rusty armrests. It curved                   
slightly toward the ground from the weight of the two men parked on it. Nobody else was around.  

“Heh…” replied Hal. “I kinda forgot I saved that thing. That was a long time ago.” Hal was wearing his                    
pilot’s jacket from Ferris Air. He had given up on trying to balance being a pilot and being a space cop several                      
decades ago, but he hung on to the jacket for sentimental reasons. Many memories had been made while                  
wearing that jacket. There were alcohol stains on the cuffs from all the bar fights he had recklessly engaged in                    
while taking drink breaks with his pilot friends. There was the faintest pink lipstick smudge on his shoulder                  
from a girl who had rested her head there. He had forgotten which girl it was, or when it happened. And there                      
were small scorch marks scattered across the fabric from the times he barely made it out of a crashed plane                    
alive.  

“The hell kind of person forgets he saved the sun ?” asked Barry. He chuckled, stroking the beard on                  
his face that had been growing for a couple months. “Gee Hal, you must have done a lotta crazy stuff up there                      
to forget about something that big.” 

“Yeah…” sighed Hal, looking up at the sky. The yellow radiance cast upon all the clouds faded as only                   
the smallest glimmer of the sun remained visible. “I’ve saved more than just this sun. Helped more than just                   
the people on this planet. To the people I save, it means everything. I’ve seen statues built in my honor. Even                     
freakin’ museums . To every civilization I save from a dying sun or a ruthless dictator, I’m a hero or a savior.                     
They remember me forever. But I can’t even keep track of ‘em all.” 

“Damn. I never thought about that. You’re literally a messiah to some of those alien species out there.                  
Here I was thinking I was special because my hometown celebrates Flash Day once a year… I bet there’s like a                     
few hundred  Hal Jordan holidays across the universe. Do all Green Lanterns do what you do?” 

“Not all GLs get the chance to. I used to do more low-level stuff. Ya know, tracking and arresting                   
intergalactic criminals. The Guardians, my bosses, saw my potential. And so I got bumped up to fighting giant                  
space monsters, and saving worlds. Basically I went from being a space cop…” 

“...to being a god,” Barry finished the sentence for him. 
“No, I’m not a god. Gods don’t sit on benches in parks.” 
“Who says where gods are supposed to sit? Who says what makes someone a god? You can literally                  

make anything come out of that ring. Anything . Try telling me that’s not godly.” 
“Barry, I can only make constructs of anything. Hard light constructs generated by my will and                

imagination. My imagination is limited and the ring’s capabilities are limited.” 
“Are they though? I’ve seen some crazy stuff done with Lantern rings. I’ve seen hopelessly injured                

people be healed. I’ve seen missing people be located in an instant. I’ve seen people brought back to life , for                    
crying out loud. And I saw you reignite the sun . Not to mention the fact that, in my lifetime, I’ve worn three                      
different Lantern rings. Three different colors. They all felt empowering. They all made me feel like infinite                 
possibilities were at my fingertips.” 

Hal looked at the green power ring that rested on the middle finger of his right hand. The ring was                    
heavy. He could feel the strength in it. The ring was once a completely uncontrollable weapon to him. But now                    
it was an extension of his mind. He had a nearly complete mastery of it, thanks to years of using it for combat                       
and other purposes. “You’re right… These rings are wild. But there’s no way that this  makes me a god.” 

“You travel the cosmos saving worlds with your magical light power.” 
“Well when you put it like that…” 
“You know it’s true, Hal. You feel like just an ordinary dude, but none of you Lanterns are ordinary.                   

Especially not you.” 

 



 

“Well what about Speedsters? You’re even more of a god than I am. You can run fast enough to kill                    
anyone before they realize it. You can memorize massive amounts of information in the time it takes a normal                   
person to blink, allowing you to accomplish practically anything you please. You can go back in time, and                  
freakin’ stop someone or something from ever coming into existence . That’s more than any Lantern ring can                 
do.” 

Barry looked down at his hands and feet. There was a moment of silence. The two of them were                   
considering how dangerously powerful they both were. It was an unsettling feeling. As the sun set below the                  
horizon and the sky darkened, Barry made one last statement. “I think either one of us could be gods if we                     
ignored the consequences of using our full powers. The only limits are set by our desire to not hurt anyone. If                     
I used my powers to erase everything bad from existence, then there would be ripples throughout the fabric                  
of time that could be disastrous. And if you used your ring to its maximum potential… I think we’d all be in                      
danger.” 
 

Space Sector 2814 - Planet Earth - Detroit, Michigan  - June 5th, 2033 
 

“Well, look who it is.” With a smug grin, Hal Jordan invited himself into the office of John Stewart.                   
“Top floor, huh? You must be a big deal. Man, that’s a long  elevator ride to go on twice a day.” 

John was sitting in a leather swivel chair, behind a glossy brown desk. His name was engraved on a                   
gold plate. He had several picture frames and paperweights resting on his desk, as well as pens scattered                  
around, and mounds of paperwork. Blueprints were hung with thumbtacks on the beige walls of the office,                 
perfectly and evenly spaced out. “Hal!” John exclaimed with a grand smile. “What a pleasant surprise.” He                 
stood up, walked around his desk and extended a hand to his old comrade. 

“Good to see ya, John.” Hal firmly shook his hand. “Thought I’d fly down to Michigan and give you a                    
pop-in surprise.” 

“Hold up… did you fly down here… or fly  down here?” 
“I flew with the ring, John. I’m still a Green Lantern.” 
“I just don’t understand,” sighed John. “The Corps is under new management! The retirement policy               

is a lot less strict nowadays. You can drop out anytime you want. No more urgent calls to space. No more                     
battles with alien armies. No more dealing with Gardner . I resigned years ago and it was the best decision of                    
my life.” 

“You might be happy as an architect, but my calling will always be to the Corps.” 
“Is it stressing you out? Because you’ve got some grey streaks, buddy. And I don’t think it’s because of                   

Parallax this time.” 
“Ha!” Hal laughed. “The job is actually treating me pretty well. Right now, 2814 has two active GLs                  

besides me, so I don’t have a terrible amount of responsibility. I’m sort of a part-time member. That’s how I                    
have enough time to stop and hang out on Earth.. I think I’m just getting some grey because I’m old…” 

“Well you look healthy as ever, my man. So how’s the new Blue Man Group doing?” 
“The Templar Guardians are decent leaders. They’re still figuring stuff out though. I’m kinda like their                

senior advisor. So far, they honestly haven’t led the Corps into any big battles. Things have been pretty quiet                   
since Volthoom. There’s still crime across the universe. Still planets and people that need to be saved. But the                   
Corps’ casualty rate is at an all-time low, and we haven’t heard much from our… rivals.” 

“You mean the Reds and Yellows?” 
“Yeah. They’re the biggest remaining threats to the Corps. Ever since the Guardians died, the Reds                

have been keeping their cool. I think the big bad boss wishes he could’ve been the one to have the Guardians’                     
heads. But he can’t really complain. And as for the Yellows, they’re working from the shadows. Not really sure                   
what they’re up to nowadays. But I’m sure if any of ‘em decide to strike… the Green Lanterns can take it.” 

 



 

John took a seat on the edge of his desk and crossed his arms. He smiled and shook his head. “Man…                     
Been so long since all of this. I’ve gotten used to the normal life. Everything that happened out there in                    
space… it all feels like it was just one big colorful dream .” 

Hal looked at John and, for the first time, processed just how much he had been through in his                   
lifetime. “You’ve fought a lot of wars, John. On Earth and out there. I’m amazed you’re still standing. And still                    
smiling.”  

“What’s not to smile about? We won all the wars. There were a lotta sacrifices made… but all is                   
finally well.” John seemed very content. It made Hal happy to see his friend in such a good state, especially                    
after all the hard work he had done while serving on the Corps, and the US Marines prior to that. Now, John                      
had a peaceful job. Back when he wore a ring, John always made the most complex constructs of any other                    
Green Lantern. He could create machines with hundreds of moving parts on the spot. John was good with                  
being precise, paying attention to detail, and making sure every part served its correct purpose. Hal smiled as                  
he realized how fitting it was that John ended up an architect. 

At that moment, someone else entered the office. She was a fairly tall woman with a muscular build                  
and the same skin tone as John. She wore jeans and a black tank top. Her dark hair was tied behind her head                       
in ponytail. She walked directly past Hal and hopped up on the desk, landing next to John. She gave John a                     
peck on the cheek, and he put his arm around her shoulder. 

“Ah…” said Hal with a smirk. “I see you’ve got a lady friend here now! I can leave.” 
The woman laughed, and John smiled. “You don’t recognize her?” he asked. 
Hal squinted at this person. He stepped a couple feet closer and noticed her face seemed familiar, but                  

he could not place when or where he had seen her before.  
The woman rose from the desk. “Hal, it’s me! Yrra!” 
Hal was still in a state of confusion. “Doesn’t sound like a typical Detroit girl name to me… where did                    

you meet her, John?” 
John put his face in his palm and sighed. “Hmm, maybe you’ll remember the name Fatality .” 
Hal’s jaw dropped. “Oh… yeah, I remember you! Been awhile. I always kinda thought Fatality was                

your real name… sorry.” 
Yrra let out a laugh. “It’s alright, Hal. I know I’ve caused you a lotta trouble over the years, and I’m                     

sorry. But when I became a Star Sapphire, I was set on a new course in life. It led me to John, and he led me to                           
this wonderful planet. He and I have been exploring our love here.” 

“Gotcha. So… are you still a Sapphire?” 
“No. When John gave up his ring, I gave up mine. We’re living a life of normalcy now. Most people                    

don’t know that I’m… how did you say it… not a ‘typical Detroit girl’.” 
“Yeah,” laughed Hal. “Good thing you don’t have tentacles or something! That would make it harder                

to fool people! Hah!” There was a brief moment of awkward silence. Hal searched for a way to change the                    
topic. His eyes wandered to Yrra’s hands, and he noticed a ring. “Are you guys… engaged?” 

“Yes we are!” John smiled from ear to ear. “Don’t worry buddy, we’ll invite you to the wedding. Hey,                   
enough about us. How are you and Carol doing?” 

The room was full of cheer now, and Hal did not want to mess that up. So he forced a smile. “Terrific!”                      
he said. “Things are great with her.” John had known Hal long enough to realize that this was a lie. He saw the                       
slightest bit of sadness in Hal’s face, which was something he never liked to see. But he also knew Hal well                     
enough to make the assumption that he did not want to talk about his relationship issues. So John continued                   
the conversation and let Hal pretend that everything was fine. But it most certainly was not. 

 
Space Sector 2814 - Planet Earth - Coast City, California  - June 7th, 2033 

 
“Damn it, Hal.” Carol Ferris could not dream of counting how many times she had said that. “After all                   

this time… you’re just gonna show up here like nothing happened ?!” 

 



 

Hal stood before her. He did not bow his head in shame, or even look away. He kept his eyes locked                     
with hers. His hands were in the pockets of his jacket. The two of them were standing alone in the Ferris Air                      
hangar. The overhead lights were dim. It was after hours, and Carol had been inspecting a jet when Hal had                    
entered the facility, using his old keycard that was somehow still active, hoping to find her and talk. To his                    
luck, Carol was still there working late. She had aged noticeably since their last encounter, but she looked as                   
gorgeous as always to Hal. 

“Harold Jordan…” Carol said. Whenever she used his real name, Hal knew there was a serious issue.                 
“I can’t believe you. I cannot believe  that you have the guts to just walk in here and approach me.” 

“Well…” chuckled Hal. “I like to think I have the right to-” 
“You seem to have the right to do whatever the hell you want, Hal. You’ve made that very clear.” 
Hal had attempted to lighten the mood, but he had failed. “What’s that supposed to mean?” he asked                  

as his smile disappeared. 
“You broke my heart.” There was a shift in her voice when she said this. It was as if some sorrow was                      

now mixed in with her frustration. 
“I know. I know I did.” admitted Hal.  
“After we beat Volthoom, I thought we were finally gonna be together. The universe was at peace.                 

You hugged me, and in that moment, I felt like we finally had a shot of lasting more than a few months. Dare I                        
say it, maybe even lasting forever . We had the chance to give up our rings, come back here to Earth, and just                      
be happy. But you just had to keep yours. You chose the Corps over me. You chose being a Green Lantern over                      
being a boyfriend… or a husband. You chose that life over this one.” 

“We still could’ve been together…” 
“No, Hal. Because when you’re a Green Lantern, it never works. You’re always getting called to space                 

on urgent missions. Always ending things with me and telling me to move on because you think you might not                    
come back, only to return and be devastated when I’m with someone else. It’s not fair to me. You play with my                      
emotions constantly . When your job is to be a GL, you break my heart over and over again. I’ve given you so                      
many chances to balance loving me with loving your job. But it never works. If I treated you this way, you’d be                      
so angry. You’d pull the ‘Haven’t I been through enough already?’ card. Well guess what?! I’ve been through                  
the same shit as you, Hal . We both lost our Dads. We both struggled with keeping our jobs on Earth, and                     
struggled with staying alive as Lanterns on the frontlines of war in space. We’re both vulnerable. Maybe                 
you’re not anymore… but I still am. And I can’t risk having my heart shattered again… you’ve already                  
shattered it a few dozen times, and you’re always too damn busy to help me pick up the pieces.” 

The silence that followed that outburst was deafening to Hal. In the middle of all her words, tears had                   
started emerging from Carol’s eyes, and now she was wiping them away. Hal had known that Carol felt this                   
way, but he never wanted to think about it too much. He never wanted to let it sink in that he hurt her so                        
badly. He never wanted to admit how flawed their relationship had been. He loved her so dearly that he could                    
not bear to think about the pain she had endured because of him. But now it was all out there. The words                      
rattled around inside his head. Hal could not argue one bit, because her emotions were completely justified,                 
and everything she stated about him was entirely true. He searched his heart for something to say, but it had                    
never felt so empty. He was no longer looking her in the eye. He was no longer able to look at her at all. 

“Are you…” Carol paused and sniffled. “Are you gonna say anything?” 
“I would apologize… but I know ‘sorry’ doesn’t have much value coming from me anymore. I came                 

here hoping to give our relationship a fresh start. The Corps hasn’t desperately needed me in years. I’m not                   
even a full-time member anymore. I think it’s safe to say that I can actually be here for you. But I don’t think I                        
have a shot anymore.” 

“Answer this question for me, Hal. If something happens and the Corps does need you… if you’re                 
called to join a dangerous mission and risk your life… are you gonna leave me here and go fulfill your duty as                      
a Green Lantern?” 

Hal let out a deep and understanding sigh. “Yes…” he said. “It’s my job. I’m sorry.” 

 



 

“Well I can’t handle that.” 
“You could become a Sapphire again, Carol. Then if I’m called to action, you can come with me. We                   

can have each other’s backs like the old days!” 
“Hal…” said Carol, another tear streaking down her face. “The only reason I was ever a member of the                   

Sapphires is because their rings are powered by love. I used my love for you to fuel my ring. And I don’t know                       
if I have enough of that anymore.” 

 
Space Sector 0000 - Planet Oa - Guardian Citadel  - June 15th, 2033 

 
Miles above the green cities of Oa, Hal Jordan stood before the leaders of the Green Lantern Corps.                  

The Templar Guardians posed the same amount of authority as their predecessors, the Guardians of the                
Universe. But they lacked the tremendous amounts of power and infinite knowledge that the original               
Guardians had, making them significantly less threatening. These leaders did not consider themselves to be               
any sort of higher power. They were humble. The Templar Guardians felt emotion, and were therefore                
empathetic to the Lanterns of the Corps. Standing in the Guardian Citadel and looking at their aged blue faces,                   
stringy white hair, and flowing robes was not as intimidating as it would have been if the old Guardians were                    
still in charge. So Hal relaxed as he asked “What’s the issue, fellas?” 

Hal was in his Green Lantern uniform, with his green energy aura activated, allowing him to breathe.                 
He flew upwards at a steady pace, until he was eye-level with the Templar Guardians, each of whom were                   
positioned on tall rocky pillars. 

Zalla, the only female member of the six Templar Guardians, was the first to speak. “Hal Jordan,” she                  
said. “We summoned you here because the other two Lanterns of your sector are currently occupied. 

“Really?” asked Hal. “What do they have their hands full with?” 
“Lanterns Simon Baz and Jessica Cruz are, as you know, supervisors to the group of young individuals                 

presently being trained to become Earth’s new so-called Justice League. ” 
“Yeah... Batman is training Robin and the other sidekicks to fill the places of the old Leaguers. Simon                  

and Jess have been helping with the whole process, being experienced former League members and all. But                 
isn’t their primary duty to the Corps?” 

“All Lanterns’ primary duty is to the Corps,” replied Gurion. “But they politely requested that we                
grant them two months of leave due to the fact that the new Justice League is in the final stages of training,                      
and due to the fact that Sector 2814 uniquely has one extra Lantern… you.” 

“Fair enough,” said Hal with a shrug. “I guess keeping this ring means having a few shreds of                  
responsibility. What do I need to do?” 

“It is quite a serious matter,” said Paalko. “As Maltusians, we possess many incredible abilities. Being                
hidden away for eons prohibited us from having the means or space to master these gifts. But after being free                    
for two decades, we are slowly becoming attuned to our powers, one of which is omnipresence… being able                  
to see everything in the universe at once. This has allowed us to notice some unusual activity occurring in                   
Sector 2814… extremely unusual activity.” 

“A lotta weird shit happens on Earth nowadays, not gonna lie,” laughed Hal. “I don’t think it’s                 
anything to be concerned-” 

“Jordan,” Reegal interrupted him with his deep bellowing voice. “This activity is not occurring on               
Earth. It is occurring on the planet Avalonia, at the very outskirts of the sector.” 

“What’s going on there?” 
“There is a mysterious package that has been transported from planet to planet every day for several                 

months now. This package is traveling extraordinarily quickly, and it is currently making an unusually long                
stop on Avalonia. Perhaps that is its final destination. We urge you to investigate. We are monitoring this                  
situation from quite a distance, but we have concluded that this package contains materials from the                
Antimatter Universe.” 

 



 

Hal Jordan immediately recognized the seriousness of the situation, given that nothing good had ever               
come from the Antimatter Universe. He dropped the casual attitude. 

“Send my ring the coordinates, and I’ll get to the bottom of this ASAP,” he told the Templar Guardians.  
“Please do so,” responded Zalla. “We are well aware of the results of individuals using Antimatter                

materials in the past, and we cannot risk anything of that level occurring. Retrieve this package and return it                   
to us. Find out the intentions of the contents as well.” 

“On it,” Hal said with a subtle salute. He soared away as the Templar Guardians exchanged glances.  
“Hopefully this is a task that Hal Jordan can handle,” said Reegal. 
“I believe it is,” stated Zalla. “Jordan is an extremely experienced Lantern. He’s come a long way from                  

being the reckless rookie he was many years ago. His skill with the ring has significantly improved. He’s used                   
it in miraculous ways. He has arrested countless criminals, vanquished countless threats, and saved countless               
worlds as a Green Lantern. His strategy and intelligence are also notable. And his willpower is rivaled by few                   
other Lanterns. He can certainly be trusted with this mission.” 

“Hal Jordan’s abilities are not being questioned, Zalla,” said Reegal as he ran his fingers through his                 
beard. “But we know little about the situation at hand. It could be more serious than any of us realize.” 

 
Space Sector 2814 - Planet Avalonia - Capital City of Grontua - June 16th, 2033 

 
In an underground storage facility, hidden from the eyes of government officials, law enforcers, and               

regular citizens, an Avalonian crime lord dressed in all black was looking intensely at a box on his desk. This                    
box was made of a dark grey metal. It was as small as a toaster, but it was fairly heavy. The exterior of this box                         
had several strange gear-like shapes. There was no apparent way to open the box. It did not have a lid, a                     
keyhole, or any simple way to reach the contents within. 

The crime lord was puzzled. He went by the name of Kulah. He and others of his species closely                   
resembled humans, with only a few visible differences, one of which was skin with a light blue tint. Kulah’s                   
hair was long, and it was a very bright shade of blond. The pupils of his eyes were pink. Despite his colorful                      
features, he was tall and well built, making him fairly intimidating. He was physically capable, but he mostly                  
prided himself on his intelligence and problem-solving. However, this box had him stumped. When he lifted it                 
and shook it, he was able to hear some items clattering around inside. He was extremely curious as to what                    
this box contained, but after hours of examination, he could not figure out how to open it. He stood up from                     
his chair and walked over to the metal shelves lining the walls. He picked up a powerful gun. It was small and                      
only required one hand to aim and shoot, but its blasts were enough to incinerate nearly anything. He stood a                    
safe five feet away from the box and then pulled the trigger. The box moved several inches backwards from                   
the impact of the blast, but the metal was not broken or even slightly dented.  

“What the hell…” muttered Kulah. He continued blasting the box until it slid off his desk and fell to                   
the floor with a loud clash. Then he frustratedly ran to the other side of the desk and gave the box a hard kick,                        
doing absolutely no damage to it, and causing pain to shoot through his toes. He let out a growl. Then,                    
someone burst into the room. It was Hal Jordan. Prior to his entry, the room had been lit only by a light cube,                       
this planet’s variation of a light bulb, dangling by a string from the ceiling. But everything glowed green as                   
soon as Hal stepped inside. Kulah started nervously sweating immediately. He had never encountered a Green                
Lantern before in his lifetime. He was aware of how the system worked; at least two Green Lantern officers                   
were assigned to patrol every sector of the universe. But he had his hands full trying to avoid the cops in his                      
city. He had never worried about running into trouble with the intergalactic police force. He did not consider                  
any of his crimes to be of that magnitude.  

“Hello there,” said Hal Jordan. His green energy aura was activated, and he was hovering a few inches                  
above the ground. He slowly floated towards Kulah. His arm was extended in his direction, ring aimed straight                  
at him. He was a glowing symbol of justice headed straight towards a man who had broken an uncountable                   
number of laws. 

 



 

“Who… are you?” asked Kulah. 
“I’m Hal Jordan.” 
“Oh… shit,” Kulah said as his breath left his lungs. He realized that this was no ordinary Green                  

Lantern. He had heard the stories of the one named Hal Jordan. He knew what this man was capable of and                     
what he had accomplished. He did not realize until this very moment that Hal was still an active officer in the                     
Corps. He assumed that after the legendary events of Volthoom’s attack on the universe twenty years ago, Hal                  
had gone into retirement like many other Lanterns. But Hal Jordan was clearly still a Lantern, and he was one                    
single thought away from ending Kulah’s life. 

“Are you… gonna kill me?” asked Kulah. 
“No, I’m not gonna kill you,” said Hal. “I don’t even know who you are!” 
This was a relief for Kulah to hear. He quickly realized that Hal was not here to execute or even arrest                     

him. He was here for the box. 
“Is… is this what brought you here?” he asked, picking up the box from the floor and holding it up. 
“Yes, I believe it is. How did you come into possession of this?” 
“Well… a mail ship dropped it off at my residence. There was a map attached,” Kulah set the box                   

down on his desk, and pulled a folded map from his pocket. “It’s some kind of route, starting in Sector 1417. I                      
think that’s where this box first came from. There’s a whole path of planets marked, and each one has an                    
address written next to it. According to a note written on the back of the map, this box has been traveling                     
from planet to planet, and each time it’s dropped off, the recipient is expected to mail it to the next address.                     
The person who started this has some client all the way across the universe who needs whatever is inside this                    
box. It’s too far away for him to travel all the way there, so he’s sending it from planet to planet. Not sure why                        
the hell anyone would have to send a package to someone that far away. I didn’t even know people could                    
communicate from such a distance.” 

“Hmmm…” said Hal. “Only a Lantern ring can be used to communicate from that far away. This makes                  
no sense. But the Templar Guardians want their hands on this box so they can investigate. Hand it here.                   
Gimme the map too.” 

“Wait…” said Kulah, grabbing the box and holding it tightly. “The Guardians want this box? The                
leaders  of the Green Lantern Corps?” 

“Yes they do,” replied Hal. “And it’s in your best interest that you let them have what they want,                   
buddy.” 

Kulah’s criminal instincts had suddenly kicked in. The highest level of authority in the universe               
wanted to have this box. He contemplated the possibilities of what it could be holding. Perhaps extremely                 
advanced technology, powerful weaponry, or any other kind of item that would be worth a fortune. Despite                 
the fact that a galactic law enforcer was standing directly in front of him demanding the box, Kulah clutched it                    
close to his chest and was highly considering keeping it for himself. 

“Give it here ,” said Hal strongly.  
“How about… we put a price on it?” asked Kulah boldy. 
“How about this…” said Hal with a smirk. “You give me the damn box . The guy who is trying to send                     

this all the way across the universe probably really wants it to get there, and I don’t think he… or they ... will                      
be happy if you stop the package from reaching its destination.” 

“You’re just trying to scare me,” said Kulah, unintimidated. “You’ve got no clue who’s sending this                
package. I’m sure I can handle them.” 

“Suit yourself, pal.” Hal turned and floated toward the doorway. Right before leaving, he turned               
around to face Kulah. He started moving back in his direction very slowly, glancing from left to right. “This is                    
an interesting place you’ve got here, ya know. It’s quite far underground… I had to go down a pretty shady                    
tunnel to reach it. I have a feeling you don’t want people knowing you’re down here. Maybe you’re hiding                   
something. As an honorary member of the Green Lantern Corps, I have the responsibility to file reports on                  
any suspicious or potentially criminal behavior that I notice. I don’t feel like doing that, but hey, if it’ll make                    

 



 

the Guardians happy to bust a criminal, I’ll do it. Unless, of course, I could make them even happier by                    
bringing them that box. Your call, pal.” 

Kulah had returned to his state of sweating nervously. “You… you can’t make that kind of threat! You                  
don’t know that I’m doing anything illegal here.” 

“In the past two minutes, I’ve spotted six weapons that nobody on this planet is supposed to own,                  
even those with permits to use firearms. I’ve also noticed several containers primarily used for storing                
powders… and I’m guessing it’s not corn starch you’ve got in there. This seems an awful lot like the secret lair                     
of a criminal, specifically a drug lord. You really want me to tell the Guardians about this hideout here?                   
Because I can do that as soon as I’m back on Oa.” 

“No… I…. I don’t want that. Here’s the box… and the map,” stuttered Kulah, handing Hal both the box                   
and the map. 

Hal tucked the items under his arm, smiled, and started heading towards the door once again. Before                 
exiting, he paused and said “Thanks for the goods. But I feel like it’s my duty to go ahead and bust you                      
anyways.” Hal Jordan’s ring started glowing an extra bright green. He spun around, and trails of green light                  
left his ring and blasted every gun and drug box in the room, causing explosions and bursts of powder                   
everywhere. “There goes your inventory,” said Hal as he created a construct of a rope and tied up Kulah with                    
ease. He kicked Kulah to the floor. “I’ll tell the Grontuan cops you’re down here.” 

“You’re not gonna tell the Guardians about me?” asked Kulah through a cough. 
“Please,” said Hal. “They don’t care about lowlifes like you. They’ve got bigger things to worry about.                 

Like whatever’s inside this box. You should’ve given it to me when I first asked for it, ya know. Stay out of                      
trouble… or I’ll be back .” Kulah’s face was filled with dread. “Gotta fly,” said Hal. “Peace out… and have fun                    
cleaning up!” With that, Hal Jordan flew away, up the dark hidden tunnel through which he had entered. He                   
was ready to please the Templar Guardians with his achievement, and he was happy to have defeated a                  
criminal. The green light emitted from his energy aura lit his path as he flew swiftly up to the surface. 

 
Space Sector 0000 - Planet Oa - Guardian Citadel - June 17th, 2033 

 
“Here’s the box, bosses. Oh and by the way, I took a few extra seconds to end a criminal’s career while                     

I was out.” Hal Jordan had returned to Oa, and was hovering before the Templar Guardians. He held the                   
mysterious metal box in his hand that was extended towards Zalla. 

Zalla took the box from him, and took mental notes on its shape, texture, weight, and other qualities.                  
She passed it around to the others, and they all examined it just as thoroughly. This went on for a few minutes                      
as Hal Jordan anxiously waited for them to draw a conclusion. The box eventually ended up back in Zalla’s                   
hands. 

“We don’t know,” said Zalla in a serious tone. 
“Hold up…” said Hal. “What? ” 
“None of us know how to open this box.” 
“How the hell do you not know ?” 
“Interestingly, the box itself is made of a material from the Antimatter universe. We have a nearly                 

complete knowledge of all elements in this universe and their breaking points. But we are unaware of how to                   
crack through this material. And there is clearly no way to unlock or open it by any other means.” 

“Can’t you guys generate energy from your fingertips? Why don’t you all just shoot it? Or we could                  
get a buncha GLs to shoot it at once, and then-” 

“As aggressive as those ideas are, they crossed all of our minds, and we believe that they would be                   
ineffective. From our observations, this material is unbreakable… in this  universe anyways.” 

“Well… hmm. Why would somebody want a box that can’t even be opened?” 

 



 

“You pose an intriguing question,” said Reegal. “Perhaps the answer would be clear to us if we knew                  
what this box contained. However this strange material is prohibiting even us from seeing inside of it. This is                   
an enormous mystery. We will lock the box away and hopefully that shall be the end of it. 

Hal looked at Reegal with concern. “If there’s one thing I’ve learned from my years as a Green                  
Lantern… it’s that nothing is ever over this quickly.” 

“Is there any additional information you retained about this box that might be of use?” inquired                
Gurion. 

“Yeah,” said Hal. “There was a map attached.” He opened up one fist to reveal the folded map. He                   
unfolded it and waved it around for the Templar Guardians to view it. “The box started in Sector 1417. Then it                     
was sent to another planet, with this map attached, and a note saying to send it to the next planet on the                      
route. It made it pretty far. Across hundreds of sectors. Each recipient of the box followed the instructions                  
without question. Until that criminal Kulah decided to get greedy with it and try to open it for himself.” 

“On which planet in Sector 1417 did this box begin its journey?” asked Zalla. “Perhaps that will give                  
us something of a clue as to who may be responsible for this.” 

“That’s the weird thing,” said Hal. “The first dot on this route, the one in 1417… isn’t on a planet. It’s                     
in the middle of empty space. As if somebody shipped it from literally the middle of nowhere.” Hal pointed at                    
the dot on the map. 

“There are no known space stations in this location,” Zalla sighed. “And using our omnipresence, we                
can tell that there is actually nothing there at all . It is, as you said, empty space. It is highly unlikely that                      
anything could have been shipped from that location. The box could have begun its journey anywhere in                 
Sector 1417, and that hardly helps us narrow this down. As Reegal said, it would be best to lock this box away                      
and hope that it does not cause us any trouble. We will cease this investigation… unless of course the final                    
destination of the box is marked on the map. Then we could investigate there.” 

“It’s the same deal as the starting point. No particular planet… just a random dot in the middle of the                    
sector. I’m guessing the guy who wants this package just needs it to be within range of him, then he can get it                       
for himself.” 

“Which sector does the route end in exactly?” 
“3600.” 
“Intriguing… Thank you for the information and for retrieving this item, Lantern Jordan. We will call                

upon you again if you are needed for anything urgent during the hiatus of Lanterns Baz and Cruz.”  
“Sure thing, Blue Crew,” said Hal. “Just… keep an eye on that box. Stuff from the Antimatter Universe                  

always  means trouble.” 
“We understand,” replied Gurion. “But without a way to destroy the box, the safest course of action                 

we can take at the moment is simply holding it in our custody. Go along now, Lantern Jordan. We do have                     
other matters that require our attention.” 

“Alright… whatever you say.” Hal floated downwards and flew out of the citadel and into the skies of                  
Oa.  

 
Space Sector 0000 - Planet Oa - Dining Hall - June 17th, 2033 

 
Hal Jordan took a seat in front of his good friend, Kilowog. They sat across from each other at a table                     

in the dining hall, each of them resting on small stools. They both had food in front of them, customized to                     
their personal needs by Oa’s chef, who could whip up tasty food for any species in the entire Corps. Hal’s plate                     
had a typical ham and cheese sandwich, while Kilowog’s bowl was filled with what could only be described as                   
mushy meat and bugs. Hal always avoided looking at whatever Kilowog was eating, because it had a tendency                  
to make him lose his appetite. 

“How ya been, Hal?” asked Kilowog. His voice was deep, and it used to intimidate Hal. But the two of                    
them had become excellent friends over the years, and now he found it friendly. Kilowog’s enormous jaw                 

 



 

moved as he spoke. After posing this question, he slid his eating utensils to the side, and reached into the bowl                     
with his hands, scooping out at least half of the meal and dumping it directly into his mouth.  

“I’m doing good, Kilowog,” said Hal, who was completely accustomed to Kilowog’s lack of table               
manners. “It’s been a while.” 

“Yeah… you don’t make many stops to visit your pal ‘Wog.” 
“I’m just enjoying life on Earth. Trying to relax after spending so many years serving the Corps. But                  

I’m still a part-time GL, so I can fly here anytime the Templar Guardians need me. Or anytime you need me,                     
buddy.” Hal smiled, and then took a bite out of his sandwich. 

“I don’t need ya here, poozer,” Kilowog said after shoveling the rest of his grub into his mouth. “I                   
don’t need anybody. But John retired, Kyle is off doing God-knows-what, and that idiot Gardner is out there                  
trying to do stupid stuff across the galaxy that’ll get him killed. The old gang is split up. I’m still here… still                      
doing my job… but I’m doing it by myself. I guess it gets a little… lonely.” 

“Aw Kilowog…” said Hal. “I’m sure ya have other friends here.” 
“Nah, Hal. Ever since I lost my own species… humans are the only ones I’ve ever been able to get                    

along with.” 
Hal hated to think about Kilowog losing his family and entire species when the planet Bolovax Vik                 

was destroyed. It was the reason behind Kilowog’s consistently tough attitude. He was trying every single day                 
to bury his sorrow. Hal was silent for a moment, unsure of what to say. 

“But hey,” said Kilowog. “You know me. I’ve always been fine on my own.” 
Hal reached out to Kilowog with one hand. “Pal... “ he said. “You never haveta be on your own. I know                     

what you’ve lost. And I know the old gang is split up. But you’ve got me.” 
Kilowog shook Hal’s hand without looking him directly in the eye. Handshakes were an Earthly               

custom that Kilowog had learned from Hal himself several decades ago. He understood it as a symbol of unity,                   
agreement, and often brotherhood. And if anyone had been a brother to Kilowog over the years, it was Hal.                   
And now Kilowog’s heart was warmer than it had been in a long while. 

“Alright, Hal,” said Kilowog, letting go of his hand. “Enough soft talk. What brings you to Oa today?” 
“I was delivering on an assignment. Turning in some mystery box that the Templar Guardians wanted                

me to find and bring to them.” 
“What was so special about it?” 
“The box contained materials from the Antimatter Universe. And after I gave it to them, they realized                 

that it is physically impossible to open. The box was being shipped from 1417 to 3600. We can’t figure out who                     
sent it, who it was going to, or what the hell is inside. It’s real suspicious.” 

“Hmmph. What did the Guardians do with it?” 
“They’re just keeping it somewhere on Oa. I’m worried that there’s something bigger going on, and                

keeping the box here might put a huge target on Oa for whoever’s behind this.” 
“We’re already a big target. A giant green planet housing some of the most powerful items in                 

existence. But the planet is populated with GL officers. Few have been daring enough and dumb enough to try                   
and steal anything from us. The ones that have tried all failed miserably.” 

“But whoever is meddling with materials from the Antimatter Universe might be a legitimate threat.               
I’m concerned.” 

“Nothing the Corps can’t handle.” 
“I hope you’re right.” 
Hal Jordan finished the rest of his sandwich while he and Kilowog continued to discuss what was new                  

in their lives. Kilowog told him the details of all of his latest missions, and how it was getting more difficult to                      
be a Lantern as he was slowly entering old age. Hal told Kilowog about all of the recent events on Earth,                     
including the creation of the new Justice League. 

“So… a buncha kids are gonna become the new League? That’s kinda stupid.” 

 



 

“Uh… they’re not kids anymore. They’re mostly in their twenties and thirties now. The original               
League is getting too old to effectively defend Earth, so they’re passing on the responsibilities to the next                  
generation of heroes.” 

“Hmmm. Interesting.” 
“Baz and Cruz are helping train them, since they are members of the original League themselves.                

Batman is overseeing everything though. Dunno who put that dude in charge. Cyborg is also sticking around                 
for… tech support. Aquaman went back to Atlantis, Wonder Woman went back to wherever she came from,                 
and Flash and Superman retired.” 

“It’s gonna be hard for the young ones to top the original guys. I’ve got a lotta respect for those                    
heroes. Most of ‘em anyways.” 

“Well the new team consists of Robin, Kid Flash, Wonder Girl, Superboy, Aqualad, and some others                
that I don’t know.” 

Kilowog chuckled. “Aqualad? Wow, they got desperate for a name there. And Kid Flash? He’s not even                 
a kid anymore! What are they gonna call him?” 

“Uh, I think he’s just gonna become the new Flash or something.” 
“Heh. Dumb.” 
Hal laughed. 
“What?” asked Kilowog. 
“It’s just… Earth has needed so many GLs to protect it, and it has dozens of superheroes to defend it                    

too. No other planet, that I’m aware of, needs that many people to keep peace and order. When anything bad                    
happens, Earth somehow always gets caught up in the mix of it.” 

“Yeah…” said Kilowog. “Very true! It’s like your planet is cursed or something.” 
Hal’s somewhat cheery mood went away and he looked at Kilowog with a concerned face. “What if                 

this whole deal with the box of Antimatter stuff somehow poses a threat to my planet? What if, by interfering                    
with something I don’t fully understand, I’ve put people at risk? Damn… I’m good at doing that.” 

“Hey . Whatever happens, it’ll be okay. I know it.” Kilowog said this to reassure Hal. But it was a lie. He                     
had a gut feeling that it would most certainly not be okay this time.  

 
Space Sector 2814 - Planet Earth - Coast City, California - June 22nd, 2033 

 
After spending a week in space, Hal had returned home and was strolling in his favorite park. It was a                    

great place to spend leisure time, especially during the gorgeous summer months. The lush plants and calm                 
ponds were always pleasant sights. Hal liked to meet up with old friends such as Barry Allen here in this park.                     
But today he was going on a saunter by himself. He was back to wearing his pilot jacket and typical clothing. 

Hal was still shaken up after the conversation he had with Carol before his mission in space. He had                   
not had much time to truly think about everything that had been said. But now that he was alone with his                     
thoughts, it all sunk in. He had actually finally lost her. The girl who he had been chasing since he was a kid                       
was through with him. Hal felt slightly guilty for always being absent, but he knew that he could not give up                     
the Corps for his relationship. Ending his career as a Green Lantern would stop him from ever saving people                   
across the universe again. And he could not allow people’s lives to end just so that he could have a happy life                      
with Carol. He had to put others first. He considered it the heroic choice. 

Many feelings started stirring within Hal. He had always wanted to be with Carol. He wanted to have                  
a life with her, have children, and do the sweet things that normal couples do. But it was far too late in life for                        
him to have kids, and now Carol wanted to spend her life by herself or with someone besides him. Hal feared                     
he would never truly find love because he had poured all his affection and devotion into Carol and now he had                     
none left. It would feel wrong being with anyone else, because part of him would always still be attached to                    
Carol. He had to let go of hope for being with her, but Hal knew he could never give up the love he felt for her. 

 



 

Hal let out a deep sigh. He had made the choice of being a Lantern over being with Carol. And this was                      
a choice that he would have to live with forever. The entire park seemed silent as he looked down at the                     
ground solemnly. He heard no commotion. There were no sounds of children laughing, people talking, or                
anything. In that moment, Hal Jordan felt alone. 

But suddenly, he was no longer alone. He heard the faintest noise coming from above him; it sounded                  
like a ripple in the sky. He turned and looked upward. Two unidentified yellow shapes were approaching him.                  
They were a fair distance away, and Hal could not tell what they were. But then his ring started flashing, and                     
he heard the computerized voice say “YELLOW ENERGY SIGNATURES DETECTED ”. Hal’s eyes widened. This              
could only mean one thing. Two Yellow Lanterns were headed straight toward him. 

Hal let out a stunned “What the hell?” He had not encountered any Yellow Lanterns since the defeat                  
of Volthoom twenty years ago. He knew that their organization still existed, but he had no clue what they had                    
been up to. And now two Yellow Lanterns were approaching him, a senior officer, on his home planet. This                   
was a bold move, and a shocking one. As the Yellow Lanterns got closer, Hal was able to identify them. One                     
was Karu-Sil, a lethal member of the Yellow Lantern Corps whose prefered method of combat was creating                 
three constructs of deadly hounds. She was native to 2815, the sector neighboring Hal’s. Her anatomy was                 
similar to that of a human, but she had terrifyingly jagged teeth and entirely black eyes. The other Yellow                   
Lantern was Low, a being who had the figure of a human, but the head of a disgusting worm. His skin was                      
blue, and his enormous mouth was used to suck the blood of his enemies. He could drain someone of all their                     
blood in mere seconds. He was a vampire-like parasite who was not to be underestimated. 

Hal had dealt with these Yellow Lanterns before, and far worse. While these two could likely tear                 
apart a great many Green Lanterns, Hal knew they would not be able to defeat him. He was confident that his                     
experience with the ring would allow him to take them down easily. He clenched his fist and grinned. His                   
uniform was activated, along with his energy aura. He patiently waited another minute for the Yellow                
Lanterns to arrive. He could tell by their expressions that they were not there for any peaceful negotiations,                  
so he created an enormous fist construct and hit them both, sending them flying. They crashed into several                  
trees, and then Hal flew after them and created a wall construct to stop them from going any further. Their                    
bodies hit the wall and fell to the ground, but they immediately rose back to their feet, and started firing                    
yellow energy blasts at Hal. He dodged them all gracefully as he flew straight toward them. He punched                  
Karu-Sil in the face and kicked Low in the gut. Low took a few swings at Hal, all of which were blocked. To                       
avoid being bitten, Hal put a thick tape construct over Low’s gaping mouth. Then he put Low in a headlock                    
and threw him onto the ground. Karu-Sil tackled Hal, but he shot an energy beam at her stomach that caused                    
her to fly off him. Low and Karu-SIl stood a few feet back, taking a brief moment to recover. 

“What is this about?” demanded Hal. “You’re gonna attack me … on my planet… in my city?” The two                  
Yellow Lanterns both charged at Hal. He dove out of the way at the last second, causing them to collide into                     
each other. “Bad move, guys .” He fired another energy beam that struck them both and sent them flying                  
backward, hitting the ground every few seconds like tumbleweed. 

“We want your ring, Hal Jordan,” hissed Low, ripping the tape from his mouth with his sharp nails.                  
“And we’ll tear your hand off  to get it.” 

Karu-Sil generated her signature constructs, and sent the three yellow hounds bounding toward Hal.              
He formed an axe construct and sliced each of them in half as they came up to him, causing the constructs to                      
fade away. Then Hal swiftly flew toward Karu-Sil and gave her an uppercut to the face. Low jumped at him,                    
attempting to sink his teeth into Hal’s arm. But Hal acted quickly and formed a baseball bat construct,                  
smacking Low in the face with tremendous force, and creating a huge bruise. Low fell to his knees and                   
clutched his mouth in pain. 

Karu-Sil still had some fight left in her. She tossed back her long stringy hair as energy blasts rapidly                   
shot from her ring. Hal formed a shield construct and deflected the majority of them back at Karu-Sil,                  
knocking her to the ground. With both Yellow Lanterns weakened, Hal created a strong rope construct and                 

 



 

tied the two of them together tightly. He then walked behind them and kicked the backs of their heads. The                    
blow knocked them unconscious.  

Hal contemplated the abruptness and randomness of what had just occurred. He had not expected to                
see Yellow Lanterns ever again, and yet two of them had just attacked him on his home planet for seemingly                    
no purpose at all. Low had said something about wanting Hal’s ring, but that made very little sense. Hal was                    
just grateful that the park was relatively empty on these days, and nobody had gotten caught in the crossfire                   
of this brief battle. He also hoped that there would be no more attacks like this, but he knew the Yellow                     
Lanterns always had a method to their actions, and this was certainly not the only trouble they planned to                   
cause. 

 
Space Sector 0000 - Planet Oa - Sciencells - June 23rd, 2033 

 
“Voz… what the hell do we do with them?” Hal asked. He hovered before two sciencells in the Oan                   

prison. Voz, the bear-like Green Lantern Warden was hovering next to him. In the two sciencells were Karu-Sil                  
and Low, the first Yellow Lanterns to be imprisoned on Oa in decades. 

“I dunno…” said Voz, stroking the long brown hairs on his chin. “I suppose we just keep them here.                   
What precisely was the intent of their attack?” 

“Low said something about taking my ring. I’m not exactly sure what use they’d have with my ring                  
though.” 

Voz moved closer to Low’s cell and stared at him with his intimidating beady eyes. “Why did you                  
want Hal’s ring?!” he hollered, pounding his fist on the reinforced green glass. 

“Grrggg… hkkkk…” Low sputtered nothing but nonsense. 
“Answer me .” said Voz, his eyes beginning to glow green, an ability that only Lanterns with the purest                  

willpower could achieve.  
Hal placed his hand on Voz’s shoulder. “I don’t think he can… I socked him in the jaw pretty hard,                    

that’s why his mouth is so swollen. We’ll have to interrogate the lady over here.” 
The green brightness in Voz’s eyes began to die down. “Very well…” he slowly hovered closer to                 

Karu-Sil’s cell. “What do you  have to tell me?” 
“Nothing,” said Karu Sil. Her long hair covered her face, but it could be inferred by her tone of voice                    

that she was smiling wickedly. “I’m not telling you a thing.” 
“You’ll regret that,” said Voz. 
“Will I? Last time I checked, according to the Book of Oa, torture and lethal force were illegal in the                    

Corps. You can’t do anything to us.” 
“Well,” said Voz with a grin. “Last time I checked, I can bend a few rules now and then, especially                    

against Yellow Lantern Corps scum. Your rings work just like ours; you need to charge them with a power                   
battery fairly often. I don’t see any power batteries on you, so I’m guessing you had plans to return to your                     
home base and charge up. But you won’t be able to now. Soon your energy auras will be out, and the only                      
thing keeping the two of you alive will be the special ventilation in these cells that adjusts to the needs of                     
whatever species is inside. Sure would be a shame if I accidentally… turned that off .” 

Hal was surprised to hear Voz suggesting to suffocate them. But he realized that it might be a                  
necessary threat, given that the situation involved two Yellow Lanterns. 

“Are you threatening us?” asked Karu-Sil with the slightest hint of fear in her voice. 
“Not if you tell us why you wanted Hal’s ring,” said Voz. 
Low could not see Karu-Sil from his cell, but he shook his head in shame as he realized that she was                     

about to give up the classified details of their mission. He felt the weight of their failure sink in. He tried to yell                       
for her to not give up the information, but his jaw was so sore and numb that he was still unable to form                       
words. 

 



 

“We wanted to steal Hal Jordan’s ring because he is a highly ranked member of the Green Lantern                  
Corps. We figured it would allow us access to some of the more closed-off areas of Oa… such as the area                     
storing that box that Hal Jordan intercepted.” 

“Hmm,” said Hal, crossing his arms. “You figured you could just steal my ring and then use it to enter                    
the secure storage facilities on Oa? You would’ve been detected the moment you entered Oa’s atmosphere.                
You wouldn’t have gotten anywhere near the box.” 

“We had to try!” exclaimed Karu-SIl. “You don’t understand the importance of what’s inside that               
package.” 

“How do you know what’s inside? Are you two the senders of the box?” 
“No… we were merely tasked with retrieving it. The original sender was our current leader…               

Arkillo .” 
“And who was he trying to send it to?!” asked Hal. For a second he believed that this was it; the                     

moment he would finally figure out who the box was going to and why. But then something peculiar occurred.                   
The yellow power rings of both Karu-Sil and Low started glowing an extraordinarily bright yellow. Surges of                 
yellow energy started shooting up through their arms and across their bodies. It was as if their rings were                   
electrocuting them. 

“SOLDIER DESTRUCTION PROTOCOL INITIATED ,” said the rings in unison. 
“What?! ” yelled Voz. “Soldier destruction?! Are the rings… killing them?!” 
Karu-SIl and Low attempted to reach for their rings and remove them, but all of their limbs were in                   

such severe pain that they could not move. Eventually the pain was too great for them to even scream, and                    
then it was so great that it stopped their hearts. Low dropped to his knees and collapsed. Karu-Sil fell face                    
first towards the cell door and then slid to the ground. The Yellow Lanterns were dead. Their rings rose from                    
their fingers and stated that they were seeking new replacements.  

“YELLOW LANTERN OF SECTOR 3308 DECEASED. SCANNING SECTOR 3308 FOR SENTIENT           
REPLACEMENT INITIATED .” 

“YELLOW LANTERN OF SECTOR 2815 DECEASED. SCANNING SECTOR 2815 FOR SENTIENT           
REPLACEMENT INITIATED .” 

The rings tried to fly away, but the cell doors blocked them.  
“No…” said Hal, closing his eyes and clenching his fists. 
“That was unexpected,” said Voz. “I didn’t realize that the rings had a function capable of killing the                  

wearers. I wonder how it was initiated… hmm. Something to ponder. I suppose it’s too bad that they had to                    
die so painfully… but don’t tell me you’re mourning the deaths of two Yellow Lanterns . I mean, they’re                  
terrorists. They’ve killed hundreds ,  if not more.” 

“I’m not mourning their deaths, Voz. Yellow Lanterns are probably better off dead. But we were                
seconds away from finding out who that mystery box was being sent to.” 

“Ah yeah,” said Voz. “Kilowog filled me in on that mystery box situation. It makes sense that Arkillo                  
was the one to send it. The Yellow Lantern Corps’ Central Battery serves as a portal to the Antimatter                   
Universe for certain Yellow Lanterns. I’m guessing Arkillo traveled through the battery, got the box from                
there, and then attempted to send it from their HQ to… wherever he was trying to send it.” 

“But according to the map I found, the box began its journey in Sector 1417. Does that mean that the                    
Yellow Lantern Corps’ HQ is in 1417?” 

“It must be,” replied Voz. “It would be a fitting place for it, given their former leader’s home planet                   
was there.” 

“Yeah… come to think of it, the starting location on the map was right around where Korugar used to                   
be before Volthoom blew it to bits. But the Guardians said that they didn’t detect anything in that vicinity.” 

“Maybe you and some other Lanterns should go check out the area and see for yourselves. If anyone                  
could hide an entire base from the omnipresence of the Templar Guardians, it’d definitely be the Yellow                 
Lanterns.” 

 



 

“Why don’t you come with me, Voz?” 
“I’ve gotta clean up some Yellow Lantern bodies and figure out what to do with these two rings. Not                   

sure if I should interfere with the Yellow Lantern Corps’ soldier selection process… that might just put us in                   
deeper trouble.” 

“Alright. I’ll get together a team and we’ll go investigate while you figure that out. Thanks.” 
“Sure thing, Hal.” 
Hal Jordan flew off, now knowing that the Yellow Lantern Corps was active again and attempting to                 

do something very suspicious. 
“This is terrific,” he sighed sarcastically. He did not know what to expect from his visit to Sector 1417,                   

but he knew that it would not result in anything good. The Yellow Lanterns, an age-old enemy to the Green                    
Lanterns, made up of ferocious beasts and mass murderers, was involved with this box. This was far greater                  
than Hal could have imagined. 

 
Space Sector 1417 - Empty Space - June 25th, 2033 

 
Hal Jordan flew slowly and cautiously through the empty space that the planet Korugar occupied 

many years ago. A group of other Green Lanterns flew behind him, ready to back him up in the event that they 
discovered a secret Yellow Lantern Corps headquarters. These Green Lanterns were Graf Toren, Vath Sarn, 
G’Hu, Isamot Kol, Arisia, Kilowog, and Tomar Tu. Kilowog was present for two reasons; he wanted to 
accompany his friend Hal Jordan on this important mission, and he hoped to find Arkillo, his old rival, who 
was apparently the new head of the Yellow Lanterns. Kilowog had a score to settle with him. 

“Be on the lookout for anything out of the ordinary,” said Hal, scanning his surroundings with his 
ring. “We’re nearing the location that would have been the exact center of Korugar on this date and time, if 
the planet was still here. My theory, based on the evidence we have, is that the Yellow Lanterns have a hidden 
base that currently exists in place of Korugar, and it even follows its exact orbital pattern. It’s the only way to 
explain Arkillo sending that mystery box from this exact spot that’s supposedly  just empty space.” 

“If we find Arkillo out here… he’s gonna regret sending two of his Lanterns to try and steal your ring, 
Hal,” said Kilowog through gritted teeth. 

“Kilowog,” interjected Tomar Tu. “I know you’re eager to beat Arkillo to a pulp, but if we do find him 
out here, I believe Hal wants us to get the information we need from him before anything. Information such as 
what is in that box and who it was going to. That could be quite vital.” 

“Fine ,” snorted Kilowog. “I’ll pound his face in after we get what we need.” 
Suddenly, large yellow energy blasts started firing directly at Hal and the Green Lanterns from 

seemingly nowhere, striking an unexpected rush of adrenaline in the Green Lanterns. They all instinctively 
formed shield constructs to protect themselves. 

“I think we found the base!” exclaimed Isamot Kol. 
“Ya think?” asked Vath Sarn sarcastically. 
“The base has energy cannons of some sort, and they’re rapid firing at us!” said Hal, looking back at 

his crew. “The base is obviously cloaked somehow, so finding the source of the fire will be tricky… but we 
have to destroy these invisible cannons, and then we can search for an entrance!” 

The Green Lanterns paid close attention to the exact places that the yellow energy blasts were 
emerging from, and they started firing green energy blasts at those spots. Their blasts did not seem to do any 
significant damage, and the firing continued. 

“These cannons must be big,” said Kilowog. “By my count, there’s five. We need to concentrate our 
fire on one at a time. Follow my lead! ”. With a face of determination, Kilowog shot a powerful green energy 
beam directly at one of the invisible cannons. The others did the same, and soon they caused the cannon to 
explode. The firing ceased in that particular area, but the other cannons continued to shoot. The Green 

 



 

Lanterns repeated the process four more times, causing four more explosions, and eventually stopping the 
fire entirely. 

Smoke expanded outward from the explosions, and shards of metal from the cannons became visible 
as they started floating away. 

“Hmmm…” said G’Hu. “ How might we go about finding the entrance to this place?” 
Hal Jordan flew closer to the base, and reached out his hand until he touched it. The exterior felt like 

metal, as he had predicted. He slowly flew around, continuing to feel the base. He felt indentations in the 
surface, but nothing that could be a door. The others soon joined him, circling the base and feeling around for 
what could possibly be a way in. 

“This feels like a door to me!” hollered Graf Toren. Everyone circled around him as he created a 
construct of a crowbar and attempted to pry open the invisible door. He pulled it slightly open for a split 
second, catching a brief glimpse of what was inside. 

“They’re waiting for us…” he said. His construct dissolved, the door shut, and he turned to look at 
everyone. 

“What?” asked Hal. 
“Yellow Lanterns. At least a dozen  of them are inside with their rings aimed at the door. As soon as we 

get in there, it’s gonna be a fight. ” 
“I’m ready  for a fight,” said Hal. He formed an enormous fist construct and punched the door down in 

one solid move. The Green Lanterns entered a huge metal room filled with all sorts of technology. There were 
computers and screens scattered around the room, and several small spaceships on landing platforms. Flags 
with the Yellow Lantern emblem were hung high on the walls; Hal grimaced at the sight of that symbol. He 
always considered it like a “space swastika.” Graf Toren had not exaggerated; there were indeed at least a 
dozen Yellow Lanterns, all of whom had their rings aimed at Hal and his friends. Hal recognized very few of 
these Lanterns, but one of them he recognized well. Standing several feet in front of all the others was Slushh. 
Despite his cartoony name, he was haunting to look at. His clear globular body was highly acidic and lethal to 
touch. The skulls and bones of his victims floated around inside his body. Hal had never understood how 
Slushh’s anatomy worked, but he understood that he was a deadly Yellow Lantern who could kill him upon 
contact. Hal was confident in his ability to beat Slushh, but he was still an intimidating creature. 

Slushh, being an extremely unique and peculiar creature, spoke in a language so incomprehensible 
that not even Hal’s ring could translate it. Slushh said something to Hal, but he had no clue what it was. It 
sounded like nothing more than gibberish and odd noises. 

“What is he saying?” asked Hal.  
“He wants to know why you’re here. We all  want to know,” answered a grey-skinned female Yellow 

Lantern with tentacles. 
“We’re here because two Yellow Lanterns attacked me on my  home planet and attempted to steal my 

ring,” said Hal. 
“Yes…” said a furry bat-like Yellow Lantern who had wings on his back and yellow fangs protruding 

from his mouth. “But you  were the one who unrightfully intercepted a package that was being delivered 
across the universe. You  started this, Hal Jordan. Arkillo was sending that box to someone very important, and 
now you have prevented it from reaching him.” 

“Who?! Why?! Explain this whole situation now .” Hal was desperate for answers. 
“Arkillo prohibits us from telling anyone that information… especially Green Lanterns who show up, 

destroy our defense system, and barge through our doors,” said Tri-Eye, a horrifying Yellow Lantern that Hal 
had encountered before. He had red skin, a triangular head, and three intimidating eyes. His mouth was in the 
very center of his face. He looked like a monster from a horror film. 

Hal started to fill with rage as he realized that these Yellow Lanterns would not be giving him any 
answers whatsoever. “What the hell do you think you’re doing meddling with Antimatter Universe materials?! 
Who was the box going to?! What’s inside it ?!” 

 



 

“Are you… afraid  of the events that are transpiring, Hal Jordan?” asked Tri-Eye with a grin. “Do you 
fear  the unknown?” 

Hal Jordan shook his head. “You should’ve just given us the info… now we’re gonna fight through all 
of you and get to Arkillo. Get ready for a beating. Kilowog, take out Tri-Eye. Slushh is mine. The rest of you, 
handle the other Yellow Lanterns. Teach ‘em a lesson about messing with the Green Lantern Corps .” 

Hal flew straight at Slushh, creating thick constructs of spiky fists. He repeatedly jabbed Slushh, who 
at first yelled in pain, but eventually threw a fist back. Hal’s energy aura protected him from the lethal acid, 
but he still felt a sting from the hit. He gave Slushh a kick in the stomach, then an uppercut to the face. He fired 
a few energy blasts at him, causing him to stumble backward. Slushh quickly regained balance and shot some 
energy blasts in return. Hal dodged them all and maneuvered toward Slushh, giving his opponent yet another 
punch in the face. Slushh made a construct of a small wrecking ball on a chain. He swung it at Hal, who created 
a baseball bat construct and smashed through it. Then, Hal turned the baseball bat into a sword. 

Many superheroes on Earth had strict no-killing rules, such as Batman and Superman. Others such as 
Wonder Woman and Aquaman lived by the philosophy that killing anyone evil is an acceptable action. But Hal 
had never lived by any rules about killing. He was aware that he had the power to kill just about anyone, so 
when facing villains or criminals, he always had to make a choice in that moment. He had to judge whether or 
not the individual he was battling deserved to die. Hal looked at the creature he was fighting. He thought 
about all of the people that this being had murdered. He looked at the bones of dead innocents that floated 
around inside Slushh’s clear body. And in that moment, Hal made the decision to slice Slushh in half. He 
slashed his sword straight through Slushh’s waist, and watched as the two halves of the Yellow Lantern 
crashed on the floor and immediately evaporated. The bones and skulls fell as well, causing a loud clatter. 
Slushh’s ring rose from his finger, saying “YELLOW LANTERN OF SECTOR 3376 DECEASED. SCANNING SECTOR 
3376 FOR SENTIENT REPLACEMENT INITIATED .” Then it flew out through the doorway. Hal had killed Yellow 
Lanterns before, and he felt very little remorse for ending the life of a mass murderer and psychopath. But 
taking a life was never easy. 

The death of Slushh caused many Yellow Lanterns to turn their heads, and the Green Lanterns 
battling them gained a brief advantage from the distraction. Soon, several other Yellow Lanterns were struck 
down. Some were killed, but most were simply knocked unconscious or injured severely. Hal glanced around, 
confident that a victory had been secured. Then he saw three Yellow Lanterns teaming up against Graf Toren. 
Hal was the only one who did not have his hands full, so he flew toward them, but not before Graf was struck 
in the head by a yellow mallet construct. He barely stayed conscious as he swayed from side to side. His vision 
was blurry and he felt like fainting. He had very little strength left in him, but he formed a dagger construct 
and struck down one Yellow Lantern. At that same time, Hal kicked the second Yellow Lantern to the floor 
and knocked him out with his bare fists. These soldiers were clearly less experienced than Slushh. Hal turned 
around to face the last Yellow Lantern, the one with tentacles. But it was too late. She had shot Graf in the 
head with a yellow energy blast. 

“No…” said Hal. “NO! ” He grabbed one of her tentacles in rage and pulled her to the ground. Then he 
shot a burning green beam straight through her chest, killing her. It was an immediate reaction; he did not 
think at all before killing her. Hal let out a furious cry as he looked at Graf’s lifeless body on the ground. Those 
three Yellow Lanterns had overwhelmed him. They were not the most powerful soldiers, but Graf simply 
could not take on all three at once. Hal had just lost a good friend, a good man, and a great Green Lantern. 

“GREEN LANTERN OF SECTOR 0424 DECEASED. SCANNING SECTOR 0424 FOR SENTIENT 
REPLACEMENT INITIATED. ” 

“YELLOW LANTERN OF SECTOR 0891 DECEASED. SCANNING SECTOR 0891 FOR SENTIENT 
REPLACEMENT INITIATED .” 

Hal put on a strong face and turned from the bodies to finish the battle. He quickly realized that all of 
the Yellow Lanterns had been defeated except for Tri-Eye. Kilowog was doing his absolute best to grab ahold 
of him, but Tri-Eye was successfully avoiding Kilowog’s grasp. By the looks of it, Kilowog had been chasing 

 



 

Tri-Eye for a while and had not yet gotten in a solid punch. Hal was surprised to see this, as Kilowog was 
typically an excellent fighter who could take down any opponent, small or large. But then Hal remembered 
what Kilowog had mentioned back at the dining hall. His old age was giving him some troubles as a Lantern 
nowadays. Hal realized that his friend was growing old and tired, and these missions were no longer easy for 
him. Kilowog’s skin was too stiff to wrinkle, and he had no hair that could turn grey. He lacked any visible 
signs of old age, but Hal understood that he was far past the prime years of his life now. 

Tri-Eye sent some spiky ball-shaped constructs flying at Kilowog. They collided with his chest, 
causing him some pain that he concealed. Kilowog continued to chase after Tri-Eye for another moment until 
he finally grabbed ahold of his leg and pulled him to the ground. Then he crouched over him and started 
giving him punches in the face. 

“Nice job, pal,” said Hal, stepping closer. “Hold off on those punches for one second.” Then Hal bent 
down and looked directly at Tri-Eye. “Where is Arkillo?  We’re gonna go get the answers we need from him 
now that this whole unit has been beaten.” 

“More Yellow Lanterns will be here soon…” wheezed Tri-Eye, attempting to speak smoothly with 
Kilowog’s weight on his stomach. “This base has many  stories above this one, and several more units will be 
headed down here any second. Go ahead and kill me… it doesn’t matter. You’ll be killed by all the Lanterns 
that are about to unleash hell  upon you.” 

“You underestimate us,” said Hal. 
“Heh… one of you has already fallen ,” Trie-Eye said, gesturing towards Graf’s body. Those who had 

not yet noticed he was dead turned and saw him lifeless on the floor, and then looked down with sad and 
mournful faces.  

“True,” remarked Hal. “But more of you have fallen . We will keep pushing through until we find 
Arkillo and ask him everything that we want to know. You can make this a helluva lot easier on yourself by 
just telling us where in the building he is.” 

“Heh…” laughed Tri-Eye. “I suppose it won’t do any harm to tell you… that he’s not in the building at 
all . We were a diversion… he escaped and is probably on Oa by now, retrieving the box himself. It’s too late. 
You’ll never stop him.” 

“Whatever’s in that box better be worth all this damn trouble…” said Kilowog, catching his breath.. 
“All the Yellow Lanterns ever want is trouble,” said Hal. “We’re gonna stop them from sending that 

box to wherever it’s going… because I guarantee you there’s evil intent behind it. Whatever is unfolding will 
cause harm to the universe if we don’t stop it. We have to hurry.” 

Kilowog let out a harsh grunt as he gave Tri-Eye an especially forceful punch to the face. 
“YELLOW LANTERN OF SECTOR 3145 DECEASED. SCANNING SECTOR 3145 FOR SENTIENT 

REPLACEMENT INITIATED .” 
Several Yellow Lanterns had just been killed, along with Green Lantern Graf Toren. Hal closed his 

eyes, soaking in what had happened. This entire battle took place just so that they could get to Arkillo, but 
now it had become apparent that he was not even there. Discovering the secret Yellow Lantern base was a 
great achievement, but the group had not found the one person that they were specifically searching for. So in 
Hal’s mind, Graf Toren had given up his life for nothing. He walked over to Graf’s body and threw him over his 
shoulders. He turned to face the others with an expression of regret on his face. He noticed that many of his 
friends had bruises and cuts. Nobody had made it out of this battle unscathed. Luckily, these were some of the 
most skilled Lanterns in the Corps. Otherwise, the Yellow Lanterns would have eaten them alive. But Hal was 
still upset about the casualties that they had suffered. 

“We need to go,” he said shamefully. “Now. ” In one corner of the room was a set of stairs that led up to 
a metal automatic door. It opened and many more Yellow Lanterns started pouring into the room. 

“Shit…” said Isamot Kol. “Tri-Eye wasn’t bluffing.” 

 



 

“Follow Hal!” shouted Arisia. “We need to get out of here!” They all ran behind Hal and took flight as 
they left the base. After flying a significant distance, they realized the Yellow Lanterns were not following 
them. 

“They let us leave…” said Kilowog. “Why?” 
“They know they can’t catch us, and they don’t want to follow us all the way back to Oa and start a 

war,” said Hal. “They’re accepting this as a retreat. But we have to get there ASAP. Hopefully Arkillo hasn’t 
made it out with the box yet. Let’s go… full speed .” The Green Lanterns shot through space like green streaks 
of light, unsure if they were prepared for whatever was to come. 

 
Space Sector 0000 - Planet Oa - Guardian Citadel - June 25th, 2033 

 
“Hal Jordan! ” exclaimed Zalla. “What are you and your fellow Lanterns doing here unannounced?” 
Hal and the other Green Lanterns had just entered the Guardian Citadel. They had quickly dropped 

off Graf’s body at the Green Lantern Corps Morgue on the way there. Now Hal was flying up to eye-level with 
them. He looked Zalla directly in the eyes. 

“Where are you keeping the box?!” he demanded. 
“Excuse me?” 
“Where’s the box?” 
“That does not concern-” 
“Ma’am ,” said Kilowog, flying up to meet her. “Arkillo is here. The Yellow Lantern Corps’ leader. He’s 

trying to steal the box, and we need to stop him.” 
“Preposterous,” said Gurion. “We would have detected the presence of a Yellow Lantern! Why would 

he be attempting to steal the package anyways?” 
“Because he was the original sender,” said Hal. “He sent two Yellow Lanterns after me to try and steal 

my ring so that they could gain access to wherever the box is being held. They failed, and now he’s come to 
somehow take the box himself. I don’t know how he wasn’t spotted, but you have to tell us where the box is so 
we can stop him… if he hasn’t taken it already!” 

The Templar Guardians exchanged glances, and then Zalla sighed. “Very well,” she said. “It’s in 
Storage Facility #3 in the Science Department. I doubt that this Arkillo  is even-” The Green Lanterns flew off 
before she could complete her sentence.  

The Green Lanterns flew through the skies of Oa. They went as fast as they could, while avoiding 
buildings and dodging other Green Lanterns that were flying around slowly and leisurely. They soon 
approached one of the Science Towers. Hal swooped down to the entrance and the others followed his lead. 
There was a scanner next to the door that was intended to scan Green Lantern rings and grant entry to those 
such as Hal who had a specific clearance level. Hal held up his ring to the center of the scanner, which 
resembled a Green Lantern emblem.  

“ACCESS TO SCIENCE TOWER #1 GRANTED .” The automatic double doors opened and Hal ran inside, 
followed by the others. They were on the ground floor. A group of the Green Lanterns that served in the 
Science Department were congregated in the main lobby. Despite the heist that Hal believed to be occurring 
in this building, everyone seemed fairly calm and relaxed. 

“Hey!” he shouted, getting the attention of just about every Green Lantern in the room. “We have 
reason to believe that someone highly dangerous is in this building. Has that door opened at all today to 
anyone who’s not a Green Lantern?” Hal got many confused looks. 

“Nothing is going on here, sir,” stated a young Green Lantern about four feet in height. He had small 
antennae on his head, and red skin. His voice was high-pitched. “We’re all just on our break right now. We’ll 
be back to the labs soon. Nobody dangerous is in here.” 

“Hmm…” said Hal, turning to face his team. “What if Arkillo isn’t here yet?” 

 



 

“Or…” said Isamot Kol angrily. “Maybe that son of a bitch is still at the HQ. Tri-Eye was bluffing!” This 
possibility hit the team hard. They all suddenly realized that Arkillo was likely still at the secret base they had 
found, and Tri-Eye had given them false information to force them to retreat. 

“Damn it! ” yelled Hal. “We were so close to finding him and questioning him about the box… we 
could’ve gotten all the answers we wanted from him.” 

“No,” said Arisia. “We would’ve had to fight through all of those other Yellow Lanterns. Even if we did 
make it through to him… who knows if a few more of us would have died doing so.” 

Another young Green Lantern approached the team. She walked on four tendril-like legs. Her skin 
was tan with splotches of orange. “Excuse me, Mister Hal Jordan, did someone die? A Lantern?” 

“Yes,” sighed Hal. “Lantern Graf Toren. An honorary member of the Corps. He died in a battle against 
Yellow Lanterns.” 

“So the Yellow Lantern Corps has resurfaced?!” asked another Green Lantern in the back of the room. 
“And Arkillo is coming here? To this tower?” His voice filled with fear as he asked this. Murmurs went around 
the room, and Lanterns started asking more questions. 

“Everyone calm down,” said Hal. “There’s a box in Storage Facility #3 that we think Arkillo is after. He 
is a highly dangerous beast who has committed countless acts of terrorism and mass murder. Some of you 
may have seen him action in the past. Some of you are fresh recruits, so you’ve never even dealt with a Yellow 
Lantern. We don’t think he’s here… but if he is, don’t be afraid. He feeds on fear. All Yellow Lanterns do. Be 
bold. Be strong. You’re all here in this building because you like to build, study, and test things rather than be 
out on the battlefield. Understandable. But you’re all Green Lanterns because you have will. And will always 
conquers fear.” Every Green Lantern in the room was suddenly inspired. Hal walked over to the elevator, 
which was next to a scanner identical to the one at the main entrance. He held up his ring.  

“ACCESS TO ELEVATOR GRANTED .” Hal stepped inside. 
“Vath. G’Hu. Isamot. Stay down here and help guard the main entrance,” Hal ordered. “Arisia. Tomar. 

Kilowog. Come up here with me. We’ll guard the box. If Arkillo doesn’t show up soon, we’ll know that Tri-Eye 
deceived us and we’ll fly back to that secret base with more Lanterns than they can handle, and a solid plan of 
attack. We’re gonna get to the bottom of this, and stop whatever Arkillo is plotting with that box.” 

“Yes sir,” replied G’Hu with a salute. He, Vath Sarn, and Isamot stayed on the ground floor while the 
others entered the elevator with Hal. It was very wide and tall, so they were all able to fit, including Kilowog.  

Hal pressed the button to Floor 10, and the elevator doors closed. It then rose up above the first 
seven floors which were all laboratories, and stopped at the tenth floor, which was where Storage Facility #3 
was located. The doors opened, and the Green Lanterns stepped out. The room was lit with green overhead 
lights, and there were shelves all throughout the rooms, and vaults on the walls.  

“I’m guessing the box is in one of those vaults,” said Hal. He glanced around and then noticed 
something suspicious; one of the vaults was open. “Look!” he said, running toward it. The others followed him 
and observed that it was empty. “This isn’t right… there wouldn’t just be a vault left open. This must have 
been the vault that the box was in… but where is it now?” 

Then, all four of the Green Lanterns heard an unmistakable sound. It was footsteps directly behind 
them. They spun around and immediately began firing green blasts. The blasts hit some kind of invisible 
surface.  

“It’s Arkillo! ” yelled Hal. “He’s invisible! Keep firing!” Then, yellow blasts started coming their way. 
Just like at the base, they could not see where the blasts were coming from, but they deflected them with 
shield constructs. Then, Arkillo ceased his fire and removed his invisibility, slowly revealing himself to them. 
The Green Lanterns, in total shock, ceased their fire as well. He had the box in his hand, and a devious grin on 
his face. He towered over all of them, his height greater than even Kilowog’s. He had huge threatening 
muscles, a scarily long tongue, sharp teeth, and coarse blue skin. Looking into his beady black eyes felt like 
looking into the eyes of a shark in the ocean. His glare gave you the feeling that death was imminent. He was 
not an ordinary Yellow Lantern; not someone that Hal could beat with a few fancy tricks. He posed a huge 

 



 

threat. His brutal force was enough to defeat most Lanterns, and his skill with the ring helped him 
tremendously in battle. Green Lanterns got their powers from overcoming fear, but Hal had learned over the 
years that it was impossible to be totally fearless. Certain things could invoke fear in even the bravest Green 
Lanterns, and Arkillo was one of those things. 

“Hello Hal Jordan,” he said. Hal had not heard his voice in fifteen years. It was raspy, yet bold and 
commanding. It sent shivers down his spine. “This box has caused us both quite a bit of trouble.” 

“Hand the damn thing over ,” said Kilowog, stepping forward. “And we’ll consider letting you live.” 
“Heh,” breathed Arkillo. “You believe you can subdue me. That is a foolish notion. I’m taking this box 

and leaving now. Nice seeing you all.” 
“No,” said Kilowog coldly, grabbing Arkillo’s shoulders. “We want all the details.” 
Tomar Tu created handcuff constructs to restrain Arkillo for the interrogation. Arkillo did not resist, 

probably because he knew he could break through them. 
“How did you get in this building without anyone noticing?” asked Hal. “Actually… how did you get 

on this planet  without anyone noticing?!” 
“I’m not as barbaric as some might think, Hal,” said Arkillo. “In fact, I’m far more intelligent than most 

of the scientists in this building. I developed a way to use the Yellow Light to achieve invisibility. That’s how I 
managed to get my entire base to go unnoticed by anyone. Not with some cloaking panels… no, no, the 
Templar Guardians would have still detected it. But by using the Yellow Light to truly render it 
undiscoverable… Invisible to man, machine, and god. And I can do the same to myself. That’s how I came to 
Oa without being spotted or detected. And I entered this room using another ability I discovered myself… 
phasing through matter. I simply flew up to this level, and phased straight through the walls.” 

“You figured out how to do all that yourself?” asked Kilowog. “I’m not buying it. You’re a dumb 
mindless animal that-” 

Arkillo interrupted him with angry growling. 
“Keep it cool, Kilowog,” interjected Hal. “Arkillo, how come you didn’t just fly that box to wherever it’s 

supposed to be going? All Lantern rings are capable of traveling faster than the speed of light for certain 
durations of time. I’m sure you could’ve made it across part of the universe yourself. Why send it the slow 
way, having it shipped from planet to planet?” 

“Because the person I’m sending this box to does not want to be discovered. He is currently living 
under a false identity, but being seen with me would possibly reveal who he truly is. So I sent it all the way 
from the base to avoid any potential association between me and him.” 

“Fair enough… now tell me… what is inside the box, and who are you sending it to?” 
“I can’t tell you that information,” said Arkillo. The veins in his arms started to pulse, and he 

shattered Tomar’s handcuff constructs. “I’m leaving now, glad I could answer your questions,” he said with a 
smirk. Arkillo turned around and flew straight at the wall. But before he could phase through it, Kilowog 
tackled him to the ground. 

“You’re staying here,” said Kilowog. “You’ll only be leaving this room over my dead body.” 
“I have killed thousands of lifeforms, and dozens of Green Lanterns,” stated Arkillo, throwing Kilowog 

off of him and rising to his feet. “You, old sergeant, will simply be another name added to the list. And once I’m 
through with you, I’ll kill your friends here too. Payback for your attack on my base.” 

“Hand over the box, and this fight doesn’t need to happen,” Hal told Arkillo. “You can have a peaceful 
arrest.” 

“No such arrest will occur,” snarled Arkillo. “The only way this ends peacefully is if you let me set this 
box back on its course.” 

“We can’t do that if you won’t tell us the intentions behind this shipment. We’re assuming that the 
Antimatter Universe materials inside the box are highly dangerous and will be used for evil, unless you prove 
otherwise, ” 

 



 

“You don’t know what you’re messing with…” said Arkillo. He created a large satchel construct that 
he thrust over his shoulder. He placed the box inside, then proceeded to pop his knuckles. He and Kilowog 
looked at one another dead in the eyes. 

“This is a rematch I’ve been waiting for,” said Kilowog without a hint of fear in his voice. 
“You will soon wish that you had let me leave,” replied Arkillo. 
Hal walked up behind Kilowog to whisper in his ear. “Kilowog… I saw you fighting Tri-Eye back at the 

base. I hate to say it, but you were slower than usual. You’re getting tired. I don’t know if you can take on 
Arkillo alone.” 

“I might be older and weaker…” said Kilowog under his breath. “But so is he .” With that, Kilowog and 
Arkillo charged at one another. Kilowog’s hard punches struck Arkillo repeatedly, and he returned the pain 
with sharp slashes from his claws. Kilowog gave Arkillo a forceful head butt, which he counteracted with a 
painful bite on the left shoulder. Blood started oozing out of the punctured spot. Once Arkillo lifted his fangs 
from his skin, Kilowog formed a bandage construct to hold in the blood, and then kept fighting without a sign 
of pain.  

“Should Arisia and I aid Kilowog?” asked Tomar Tu. 
“No,” said Hal. “ Leave that to me. Tomar, I need you to go outside and rally as many Lanterns as you 

can. Have them surround the building. If Kilowog loses this fight and Arkillo makes a run for it, we’re gonna 
need as many GLs as possible to stop him. Also, notify the Templar Guardians of the situation. And Arisia, you 
need to somehow steal that box from Arkillo without him noticing. Do not  get caught up in the fight. Kilowog’s 
skin is thick… he can take a few chomps and be fine. You guys could be fatally injured, and I don’t  wanna lose 
another Lantern today.” 

“Understood,” said Tomar, entering the elevator and going back down to the ground floor. Arisia 
started circling the two battling Lanterns, searching for the best way to steal the box from Arkillo’s satchel. 
Hal started helping Kilowog by blasting Arkillo with powerful energy beams anytime he saw the chance. 

Arkillo created his signature constructs, which were sets of fangs that he used to bite into his 
opponents in multiple places. He sent some after Hal and some after Kilowog. Hal quickly blasted them all, 
while Kilowog let them sink into his skin as he kept punching Arkillo. After several more punches, Arkillo 
crouched down, somewhat weakened from all the blows. Kilowog then brushed off all the fang constructs, 
which had left many small wounds in his torso. Kilowog did not have the time to patch these up. He continued 
to punch Arkillo, and continued to receive slashes in return. Eventually his chest and stomach were soaked in 
blood, but he persisted.  

Kilowog formed his signature hammer construct and whacked Arkillo in the face as he let out a 
powerful grunt. Arkillo released a shrill cry as he spun straight into the wall from the impact of the hit. He 
then picked up an entire shelf and swung it at Kilowog. All the pieces of technology and equipment that had 
been neatly lined on the shelves flew across the room. Kilowog attempted to catch the green metal shelf, but it 
scraped his arms and collided with his chest, causing him to fall to the ground. Kilowog sniffled and rose to his 
feet. Then he let out a loud roar and kicked Arkillo in the chest with all of his might, knocking the wind out of 
him. Hal took that opportunity to swoop in with a baseball bat construct and deliver a series of hits to Arkillo, 
followed by an uppercut to the jaw and a powerful energy blast directly at his heart. 

Kilowog was covered in blood and cuts, while Arkillo had countless bruises and sores. Both of them 
were panting, but neither were ready to quit the battle. Hal stood back once again as Kilowog charged at 
Arkillo. The fighting continued for several more minutes. Arisia still was trying to find a decent time to 
sneakily take the box from Arkillo. As soon as Kilowog had Arkillo pinned up against the wall, she decided to 
take her chance. She bent down and reached inside the satchel. Kilowog noticed what Arisia was doing, and 
tried to hold Arkillo in that position for as long as he could. Arisia latched onto part of the box with her fingers 
and carefully tried to pull it out. When it was nearly out of the satchel and in her possession, Arkillo glanced 
down at her and saw what was happening. 

 



 

“You… I see what you are doing,” he said. Unfortunately, the satchel was resting on the same side of 
Arkillo as the hand that he used to wield his ring. So when Arisia looked up, she saw Arkillo’s menacing face 
and a yellow power ring aimed directly at her. Arisia let go of the box, and began to form a shield construct. 
But before she could do so, Arkillo had blasted a hole through her head with a huge yellow energy beam. She 
dropped to her knees and collapsed on the floor. 

“GREEN LANTERN OF SECTOR 2815 DECEASED. SCANNING SECTOR 2815 FOR SENTIENT 
REPLACEMENT INITIATED. ” 

“No! ” exclaimed Hal. Arisia, like Graf, had been a member of the Green Lantern Corps for decades. She 
was an honorary member; an excellent Lantern. She also had bonded with Hal the moment they met. The two 
of them were from neighboring sectors, and he had helped show her the ropes of the Corps. That mentorship 
turned into friendship, and eventually a relationship. It was short-lived, but there had always been a spark 
that Hal felt for Arisia. And now, looking at her body on the floor, he was devastated. Two of the very best 
Green Lanterns had died today, and one of them was someone very close to Hal’s heart.  

Kilowog was also in shock at what had just happened. He was filled with sadness as he realized Arisia 
was dead. He had trained her many years ago for battle, and seeing one of his former pupils dead was a 
terrible feeling. He knew that she was better than this. She was too good to die like this. But she was gone. 

“Deal with your dead Lantern now,” Arkillo snickered. “This has been a good fight… but I’m leaving.”  
Arkillo phased straight through the wall behind him before Hal and Kilowog had the chance to shoot 

him. 
“What do we do?” asked Kilowog. His voice was weak and exhausted. 
“Don’t worry…” answered Hal. “I had Tomar call upon a buncha GLs… this place should be 

surrounded. Hopefully they’ll be able to stop Arkillo and get the box.” 
The two of them sorrowfully looked down at Arisia’s body. 
“She was a good fighter,” said Kilowog. 
“And a good friend,” added Hal. 
“I can’t believe she… she just died so unexpectedly. One blast from Arkillo is all it took. One blast that 

she didn’t have time to block.” 
“I shouldn’t have told her to try and steal the box… I knew Arkillo was dangerous, I should’ve-” 
“Don’t blame yourself.” 
“But this is all on me. Graf’s death, Arisa’s death. This is all because of my stupid mission to get that 

damned box.” 
“Hal,” said Kilowog, placing a comforting hand on his shoulder. “It’s okay. You were doing your job.” 
“What if none of this is worth it? What if what’s in that box isn’t even going to be used for anything 

bad?” 
“You gotta trust your gut, Hal,” answered Kilowog. “If you think the Yellow Lanterns are up to 

something, then they are.” 
“Alright…” sighed Hal. “Let’s go out there now and make sure that they’ve got a good hold on Arkillo. 

I’ll take Arisia to the morgue, and you take yourself to the infirmary.” Hal picked Arisia’s body; she was the 
second fallen Lantern that he had held that day. He knew this was not something he would get over easily. He 
and Kilowog stepped into the elevator. The doors closed and they returned to the ground floor. They walked 
through the vacant lobby and out the front door, and they were met with the sight of at least a hundred Green 
Lanterns that had clearly failed to stop Arkillo.  

“What happened?!” shouted Hal. Many of the Green Lanterns’ heads were bowed in shame. 
“Hal… Arkillo escaped with the box,” said Tomar, flying toward him and landing in front of him. “We 

all tried to stop him. We fired at him with all our willpower, but he simply phased through all the blasts. 
That’s a very handy trick… he was able to be unharmed by all of our strikes. I alerted the Templar Guardians 
as you requested, but by the time they got here, Arkillo had flown away at warp speed. We’ve lost track of 
him. And I see… we’ve lost another Lantern.” 

 



 

Hal had no words. He should have realized that Arkillo would phase through the blasts. He should 
have predicted that he would escape. He felt deep regret as it sunk in that Arisia had died for nothing. Had she 
stayed a safe distance from Arkillo, this day would have ended no differently, except she would still be alive.  

“Damn it…” said Hal under his breath. “Arkillo got away. He has the box. Two of our best Lanterns are 
dead. What do we do?” 

Kilowog answered him with a weakened voice that still carried loads of confidence and will. “We keep 
fighting .”  

 
Space Sector 0000 - Planet Oa - Communications Room - June 27th, 2033 

 
Salaak, the Protocol Officer of the Corps, was frantically pressing buttons with all four of his arms as 

Hal walked into the room. 
“What’s up, Salaak?” asked Hal. “I heard you wanted me down here.” Salaak spun around in his swivel 

chair to face Hal, revealing a look of desperation and sleep deprivement. 
“Hal Jordan of Sector 2814. I have figured it out.” 
“Salaak, you can just call me Hal. We’ve known each other for years! And what exactly did you 

figure-” 
“I know where Arkillo is. ” 
“You do?” Hal’s eyes widened. It had been two days since Arkillo stole the box, and no word on his 

whereabouts had surfaced until now. Hal had been dwelling on the loss of Arisia and Graf, and he had not 
given much thought to the mission. 

“Yes,” said Salaak. “As soon as I found out that Arkillo was using the yellow light to render himself 
invisible, I knew there must be some way to reverse that process with the green light. It’s taken all my 
willpower... and all my brain power... to figure this out. Normally it would take months for me to perform 
something like this… but I know these are desperate circumstances. The Yellow Lanterns have returned and 
there’s no time to waste. Using this new ability I developed, I have made Arkillo visible to our scanners once 
again.” 

“Salaak, that’s amazing! You’re a genius! Hell, I don’t think I could’ve figured out how to do that if I 
had a year .” 

“With all due respect, you certainly couldn’t have.” 
Hal chuckled. “Alright, pal. Where is Arkillo right now?” 
“He’s on Ysmault,” Salaak sighed. “I don’t know what business he has there, but you need to go find 

out.” 
“Terrific…” said Hal, slapping himself on the forehead. “The Yellow Lanterns returning was awful 

enough. Now their leader is working with the Reds.” 
“Just because Arkillo is on the Red Lanterns’ planet does not necessarily mean that they are working 

together. I have no idea what the intent of his visit is.” 
“It’s obviously nothing good,” said Hal. “Do you wanna come figure it out with me?” 
“Hal…” said Salaak with the slightest hint of a smile. “It’s been years since I’ve been out in the field. I 

can’t even recall the last time I made a construct that wasn’t a graph . I belong here in this office. Plus, I haven’t 
slept in two days. I need to rest.” 

“Alright… it’s probably for the better. I think I should go on this mission alone. I don’t wanna risk 
anymore dead GLs.” 

“By chasing after Arkillo on the Red Lanterns’ home planet all by yourself, you are risking your own 
life greatly. I would not recommend taking on this task alone.” 

“It’s nothing I can’t handle, Salaak. I know the ins and outs of Ysmault. If I’m in too deep, I’ll get outta 
there.” 

 



 

“Very well. I wish you the best of luck... Hal.” Salaak bowed his head. “But I must inform you of one 
other thing. In the past two days, it has become clear to me that Arkillo could not have discovered this 
invisibility trick on his own. The science behind it is far beyond what someone of his intelligence could 
comprehend. And as for phasing through matter, I’m  not even sure how the rings are capable of that. He’s 
smart, but not this  smart. There’s some mastermind helping him with this. Perhaps one of his own Corps 
members. Or perhaps even a Red Lantern. Just something to ponder.” 

“Hmm,” said Hal, placing his hand on his chin thoughtfully. “I’ll figure it out. I’ll figure all of this out.” 
“I know you will,” said Salaak. “You always do.” 

 
Space Sector 2814 - Planet Ysmault - Blood Lake - June 27th, 2033 

 
Hal Jordan slowly descended onto the surface of Ysmault. The planet was a horrible place to be; the 

epicenter of rage in the universe. It was a shame that such an awful planet existed in Hal’s own sector. Luckily, 
the Red Lantern Corps had remained out of trouble for many years now. But that was likely subject to change. 
Fumes and ash brushed against Hal as his feet landed on the crusty ground. The sky’s red glow was dim. Hal 
walked along the side of the Blood Lake, his footsteps echoing in the hollow wind. This planet had felt 
nightmarish the last time Hal visited, but now it was just unsettling. The unmistakable stench of decay filled 
the air. Ysmault was undoubtedly still a place of evil. But there were no faint screams or battle cries. There 
were no signs of hatred or fury. No violence or war. The Blood Lake was calm. The whole planet seemed 
unusually calm. Years ago, Hal would have described the planet as having an atmosphere filled with rage, 
which would be expected from the planet of the Red Lanterns. But now only one word could be used to 
describe Ysmault. Lonely . 

“Ring, scan the planet for a yellow energy signature,” Hal said aloud. 
“YELLOW ENERGY SIGNATURE DETECTED APPROXIMATELY 2.3 KILOMETERS THIS WAY .” The ring 

glowed and sent a trail of light in one direction for Hal to follow. He started walking down the green path 
slowly and cautiously. He eventually picked up his pace and started flying a few feet off the ground, keeping 
an eye out for any sign of trouble. Hal felt somber as he flew on this desolate planet. Hal did not know what he 
was about to find. All he could tell was that something had changed. 

As Hal approached the end of the green trail, he readied himself for the possibility of battle. When he 
finally came to a stop, Hal realized he was at the front gates of some kind of fortress. It was made of a metal 
that had been shiny years ago. It once had a bright red color, but it had faded almost to brown. Parts of the 
structure were rusting, and a thin layer of dust coated everything. There was a lock on the front gates that 
resembled a Red Lantern emblem. It had been carelessly left unlocked. Hal kicked down the fragile gates. He 
slowly walked up a long path of metal stairs that led to the entrance, his ring raised above him, ready to strike 
at any potential attackers in this seemingly abandoned facility. 

“Ring…” whispered Hal. “Are you sure the yellow energy signature is in here ? It doesn’t look like 
anybody’s home.” 

“POSITIVE. ” replied the ring. 
Hal spun around when he heard a noise coming from behind him, but it was just the gates squeaking 

as they swayed in the wind. He turned back around as he reached the main doors. They towered over him at a 
remarkable height of at least thirty feet. Hal took a deep breath before exerting all his force into pushing the 
enormous doors open. Once they were open, Hal stepped into a hallway lit only by torches with red glass 
coverings. They created a dim red radiance over everything in his sight. Hal willed his ring to shine extra 
bright, illuminating the hallway enough for him to walk down it with caution. He heard faint mutters coming 
from the other side of another large door at the end of the hallway. Hal approached it, placing his ear to the 
door. He could hear Arkillo’s raspy voice, but it was muffled. He could also hear other voices, most likely Red 
Lanterns. Oddly enough, there were no angry yells. The voices of the Red Lanterns actually seemed calm; it 

 



 

was extremely abnormal. Hal tried his hardest to determine the topic of their hushed conversation, but he 
simply could not make out their words. He decided the only option was to enter the room.  

Hal activated his energy aura and formed a small handgun construct. He took a deep breath before 
kicking the door open and bursting in. Hal held up his gun and aimed it directly at Arkillo, who was sitting at 
one end of a long red table. The table seemed old and uncared for, much like the building as a whole. There 
were at least ten other chairs at this table, all of which were occupied by Red Lanterns. The chairs creaked as 
the Red Lanterns turned in their seats to face Hal. Twenty years ago, the Reds would have dove out of their 
chairs and started attacking Hal like vicious animals. But none of them even rose from their seats. 

“Hal Jordan… you found me ,” said Arkillo with a snarl. “You must have locked onto my location once I 
turned visible. But hmmm… I only became visible a few moments ago, upon entering this room. How did you 
get here so quickly?” 

“Actually, we found a way to work around your invisibility trick. It won’t work on us anymore. How’d 
you come up with that ability anyway? Surely your pebble-sized brain didn’t-” 

“I invented the power myself ,” growled Arkillo. 
“Well it’s useless now,” said Hal with a grin. “Now tell me what the hell is going on here, or I’ll kill you 

and ask some of these Reds.” 
“The notion that you can kill me is hilarious,” scoffed Arkillo. “You may be the greatest of the Green 

Lanterns, but I wield a power beyond your own.” 
“We can compare ring sizes later. What business do you have with the Reds?” 
Arkillo took in a heavy breath through his nose, and exhaled as he formed a construct of a blade. He 

looked directly at Hal Jordan and began slowly walking toward him. Hal kept his gun construct aimed at 
Arkillo as he got closer and closer. Then Arkillo swung his blade with great force, causing Hal to duck. He gave 
Arkillo a few shots to the leg. Arkillo displayed no signs of pain, so Hal formed a much larger gun construct, 
and aimed it upward. As he fired a powerful blast, Arkillo swung his blade downard. The constructs collided, 
creating a small boom that thrust them in opposite directions. They were both quick to hop back on their feet, 
and the fight would have continued, had a Red Lantern not intervened. 

Skallox was a creature with the body of a human, and a long horned head with sharp teeth. He was 
not nearly as muscular as Arkillo, but he had always been one of Hal’s more brute and bulky adversaries. 
Skallox’s uniform was a vibrant red as always. But his eyes, which had once burned with bright red passion, 
now hardly glowed at all. He stepped between Hal and Arkillo, gesturing for them to stop fighting. 

“Please. Stop the violence.” Skallox’s voice was old and hoarse. “Listen, Green Lantern. Arkillo is here 
for a favor. He needs us to perform a unique task that few others can do. Do not attempt to interfere.” 

“No, you  listen buddy. Whatever Arkillo has asked you to do, it’s not what you think.” 
“Arkillo wants us to teleport a box across the universe. He has been attempting to ship this box from 

planet to planet, but that method has proved unreliable. Your Corps also interfered to try and stop him from 
doing this, which was unwarranted. Arkillo has the right to-” 

“I don’t give a damn about Arkillo’s rights! He’s a criminal. A terrorist. He’s got one of the highest kill 
counts on record . Whatever he’s trying to do is definitely not good. The box and its contents are from the 
damn Antimatter Universe. You know what happened the last time someone meddled with stuff from that 
place?! The Yellow Lanterns were created, and one of the bloodiest wars in history went down. You and the 
Reds weren’t there to see it, but I was. I fought in it . The GLC hadn’t lost that many members since… since 
Parallax . And he was only unleashed because of the Antimatter Universe too. I can’t risk anything like that 
happening again.” 

“What are you gonna do, Jordan?” asked Arkillo sternly. “Take the box and put it in a secure place on 
Oa? You know that won’t work. Destroying the box is not an option either… it’s indestructible. No matter 
what you do, I will find the package and insure it reaches its destination.” 

“Well then I’ll just have to kill you.” 
“You really don’t know how pathetic you sound every time you threaten me.” 

 



 

“I’ve killed tougher than you, pal. Surely you know about Krona.” 
Arkillo grimaced. “Well... “ he replied after a few seconds of silence. “You were in your prime then. 

Now you are older and far less capable of performing impossible stunts. But even if you manage to pull off a 
feat like that, which I highly doubt you will… thousands  of my soldiers will rise up and make sure the mission 
is completed.” 

“You’re really willing to do anything to get this box where it needs to be, huh?” 
“I will not rest until it has reached its final destination. And I will kill whoever I must to make it 

happen.” 
Skallox stroked the short silver beard that was forming below his snout. “This is all very unnecessary. 

Hal, I don’t think you will be able to prevent Arkillo from reaching his end goal. The only logical course of 
action is to allow him to do what he pleases, and then see what occurs.” 

Hal closed his eyes and placed his palms over his face. He sighed, contemplating what to do. Fighting 
Arkillo would likely not turn out well for him, but letting him go might not turn out well for anyone. Making 
more attempts to stop the box from being sent could end in more Green Lanterns dying, which was a painful 
thought for Hal. He suddenly felt a deep rage, remembering that Arkillo was responsible for the deaths of Graf 
and Arisia. He lowered his hands and stared at Arkillo. He wanted to make him pay. He wanted to see the 
remorse in his eyes before killing him. But he knew that Arkillo would never regret his actions. Arkillo was an 
unreasonable psychopath. And letting this madman get his way made Hal feel like he had failed as a Green 
Lantern. But it seemed as though it was his only option. 

“Fine. But I have some questions for you,” said Hal, turning to Skallox. “What the hell happened to this 
place?” 

“This building was built decades ago, and never really used or properly maintained. That’s why parts 
are so rusty and-” 

“No, I mean Ysmault. The whole planet used to feel so… well, angry. Now it’s just sad.” 
Skallox paused for a moment before responding. “Do you know what exactly happens when someone 

becomes a Red Lantern, Hal?” 
“Yeah. The ring replaces the wearer’s heart. That’s why the ring can never be removed.” 
“Yes… and it also affects the wearer’s mind . It turns him or her into a savage beast with no regard for 

morality. Once you put on a red ring, you’re not the same… you become a monster. Until Atrocitus deems you 
worthy to bathe in the Blood Lake. The lake somehow washes away your savagery and clears your mind. 
Atrocitus did this for many of his Lanterns, believing it to be righteous. But all it did was make us realize the 
horror of what we had done. It restored our morality and forced us to live with the awful actions we had 
committed. Most of us were chosen to be Reds because we had such hatred for those who wronged us. But 
after becoming Reds, we wronged thousands of people. We became the very monsters that we wanted to rid 
from the universe. And when we realized this, our rage was replaced with something else. Misery . The few 
Red Lanterns that had not yet been bathed in the Blood Lake… we had to kill them. We didn’t want them to 
end up feeling our pain. And Atrocitus… the man who did this to us… we killed him too.” 

Hal Jordan took a sudden step back. “You killed  Atrocitus?! He’s dead?! That evil... tyrannical… 
monstrous…” 

“Yes.” said Skallox. “His evil quest is over. He will never create any more Red Lanterns again. The ten 
of us in this room are the last of this hateful Corps. Me. Bleez. Zilius Zox. Ratchet. Veon. Nite-Lik. One-Heart. 
Rankorr. Lorgex. Krush. We are all reaching old age… we will all die soon. The universe will never face the 
wrath of the Reds again.” 

“If you’re trying to do good for the universe, why help Arkillo? He’s as much of a monster as 
Atrocitus.” 

“If we don’t comply with his demands… he will slaughter us.” 
“I thought you wanted to die.” 

 



 

“We do. But if he kills us, then our rings will seek out new hosts. We must die on our own so that we 
can insure our rings do not fly away and create more Red Lanterns.” 

Hal took another moment to think. It fully sank in that Arkillo was going to get his way. All the odds 
were stacked in his favor. 

“Fine ,” Hal said through gritted teeth, turning to face Arkillo. “But listen here. If anybody is put in any 
kind of danger because of what you’re doing… on this world, on my world, on any  world… I will not hesitate 
to end you. I might be a little rusty, but I’ve got an entire Corps backing me.” 

“So do I .” 
“Do you really  wanna have another war? Yellows and Greens at each other’s throats all over again?” 
“The Yellow Lanterns have kept a respectful distance from your lot for quite some time… perhaps 

another conflict is inevitable. And now that I’ve gotten a taste of Arisia, I’m thirsty for more Green Lantern 
blood.” 

Hal did not hesitate even a second before punching Arkillo in the jaw with full force, causing him to 
stumble several feet backward. 

“Hrmm…” said Arkillo, rubbing his jaw with one hand. “You pack quite a punch. If we do go to war, I 
will enjoy sparring with you. But for now… you must agree to my terms.” 

“I will. And there is no need for any more quarrel between us, so long as this box doesn’t cause any 
harm.” 

“Once this box has reached its destination, it is out of my control. You cannot hold me accountable for 
the actions taken by the one who will receive it.” 

“Well if that person uses it for malicious purposes, then I’ll take it up with them.” 
Arkillo snickered knowingly. “Good luck .”’ 
Bleez rose from her chair. Her bony wings rattled as she walked around the table and over to Skallox. 

Her skin was beginning to show signs of age. She was no longer wearing her signature mask with bat-like 
ears. Instead, her long hair was let down. It had some grey streaks, but was mostly black. Her eyes had the 
same sad and tired feeling as everything else on Ysmault. 

“Well, Hal…” she said in a relatively calm tone. “You can be on your way now. Everything is sorted 
out.” 

Hal looked at the other Red Lanterns. He started to feel like he was no longer welcome. For some 
unsettling reason, they suddenly wanted him gone. Veon’s single eye was staring at him intensely. The 
expression on Zilius Zox’s enormous face was grim. And all the other Red Lanterns were sending a subtle 
unspoken message that it was time for Hal to leave. 

“Maybe I’ll stick around, Bleez. Just to make sure this all goes down the way it’s supposed to.” As Hal 
said this, Bleez and Skallox exchanged some murmurs, and all the other Red Lanterns looked at one another 
with concern. 

“Is there something you’re not telling me?” asked Hal, stepping closer to Skallox and Bleez. 
“Back off, Hal ,” growled Arkillo. “You’re no longer needed here.” 
“How exactly do you plan to teleport the box? Red Lantern rings don’t possess the power of 

teleportation… What are you planning to do?” 
At this moment, Rankorr rose from his seat. Rankorr was the only human member of the Red Lantern 

Corps. One of his signature features used to be a red flame that constantly burnt atop his entire head. But that 
flame was gone; now he just had messy hair that was poorly cut and unattended to. 

“I don’t think we have a choice but to reveal our method to the Green Lantern,” said Rankorr to the 
room. “Perhaps he will be understanding.” 

“Understanding of what ?” asked Hal. 
“Come with us.” Rankorr ambled across the room to a large circular door with a rusty Red Lantern 

emblem on it. He held up his ring. It sputtered a few red sparks; clearly he had not used his ring in a while. 
Red energy emerged from the ring, pushing the door open, and causing the metal to creak. Rankorr stepped 

 



 

in. He looked back at Hal, gesturing for him to follow. Hal carefully stepped in, and was followed by all the 
others. They entered a dark room with a long spiral staircase. Hal could not even see the bottom. Rankorr 
shined a red light using his ring, illuminating the stairway. As they walked downward, the sounds of their 
steps and Arkillo’s heavy breathing were softly echoed. A worried feeling crept over Hal. This was extremely 
suspicious; the Red Lanterns clearly had some way of teleporting the box that they did not expect Hal to 
approve of. Hal was concerned he would not like whatever he discovered at the bottom of this staircase. 

“So…” said Hal to Rankorr, trying to initiate some small talk. “You’re human too.” 
“Yep.” 
“Umm…” Hal was already at a loss for topics of discussion. “Hey, what happened to that fire on your 

head? That was pretty cool.” 
“It wasn’t fire. It was a pure form of the red energy that represented the constant rage burning on my 

mind.” 
“Oh. Well it looked like fire.” 
“Hm.” 
“So it’s not there anymore because you’re not as angry?” 
“None of us are filled with as much rage as we were years ago. Our guilt has drowned out the anger. 

The burning fire that was once our rage is now nothing more than embers. All I feel is sorry for the atrocities I 
have committed. I feel pity for the families of the ones I have killed. I feel pain for my loved ones that I left 
behind when I chose to become someone else. These are things every one of us feels.” 

Hal was overwhelmed by what he had just heard. Never had he felt so much sympathy for someone 
that would normally be considered a bad guy. “Rankorr… I’m sorry. But there’s a second chance for you. Ever 
heard of Mogo? He’s a Green Lantern that was able to help Guy Gardner rid himself of the Red Lantern ring.” 

“We know very well what happened to Guy Gardner. Red Lanterns never forget about one of their 
own. But removing the ring does not end everything. Actually, it hardly ends anything. Gardner suffered 
greatly from the effects of the ring on his mind and his soul. He most likely still does. There’s no use. There’s 
no hope for returning to our normal lives.” 

Hal remembered something Atrocitus had said to Guy Gardner years ago during the battle against 
Volthoom. “Once a Red Lantern, always a Red Lantern .” 

“Well,” he said. “I hate to see you all suffer like this. Especially you… one of my own kind. You deserve 
better than this,” 

“You may not think so highly of us in a moment, Hal.” 
A heavy feeling sank into the pit of Hal’s stomach. They had reached the bottom of the staircase. The 

light at the top was hardly visible now. Hal looked around at the silhouettes of the Red Lanterns and Arkillo, 
which were barely lit by the light of Rankorr’s ring. Everyone stopped moving. Rankorr took a few steps 
forward and created a key construct, sliding it into a keyhole on a door that Hal had just noticed. Rankorr 
sighed deeply, and then pushed the door open. 

Hal stepped in first. His eyes adjusted to the light, and he was mortified by what he saw. The room 
was dimly lit, and it appeared to be just as worn down as the rest of the building. A man was chained to the 
back wall. He appeared to be famished and exhausted. For a second, Hal believed him to be dead. But the 
man’s thin stomach was moving very slowly as he breathed; he was alive, but just barely. This man was alien, 
but he had a human-like form. Hal could hardly tell his skin color through the many bruises across his body. 

Hal immediately turned around and aimed his ring at Skallox, who was standing in the doorway.  
“What the hell is this?!  You have somebody imprisoned here? I thought you were good now. I thought 

you were better than your old selves.” 
“Hal, let me explain…” 
“No. You can’t rationalize this. Unless this guy is a bigger monster than all of you, there’s no  reason he 

should be kept in these conditions.” 

 



 

“He’s not a monster… he’s a good man. But we didn’t imprison him. Atrocitus did. We discovered him 
after Atrocitus was killed.” 

“And you didn’t let him go?” Hal’s ring started flaring with green energy. 
Arkillo nudged Skallox out of the way and entered the room. He stared down at Hal with his beady 

eyes. 
“Think about what you’re doing, Hal. You really wanna fight all of us  right now? Down here ? Where 

nobody can hear you scream… where nobody will find you if you die? Be smart. Listen to what Skallox has to 
say.” 

Hal understood that he probably could not fight through Arkillo and all the Red Lanterns. But he was 
filled with so much rage that he did not care. He turned his ring to Arkillo and fired an energy beam at his 
chest. Arkillo deflected the beam with his metal wrist guards. It hit the wall, and parts of it came crumbling 
down. Hal stopped firing the beam, and flew at Arkillo with full force. Arkillo kicked Hal, sending him flying 
into the opposite wall. Pieces of that wall were crushed by the impact as well. Hal brushed off the rubble and 
quickly formed a machine gun construct. He let out a furious cry as he fired dozens of green bullets in Arkillo’s 
direction. Arkillo retaliated by forming an axe construct. He ran through the continuous stream of bullets, 
simply accepting the pain he received from every shot. He swung the yellow axe at Hal’s head. Hal ducked, 
causing the axe to strike the wall, making more rubble fall to the floor. The prisoner tilted his head upward 
and watched the battle. Arkillo swung a fist at Hal, and he caught it with both of his hands. With an amazing 
display of physical strength, Hal twisted Arkillo’s arm and sent him falling to the floor with pain. The blood 
from Arkillo’s light bullet wounds spilled onto the floor. Arkillo shoved Hal away from him, then slowly rose 
back to his feet. He growled as he prepared to lunge at Hal, but Skallox stepped between them. 

“Stay still,” Skallox said, creating a bubble of red energy around Hal. “This fighting is useless. Let me 
explain. Do you know who this prisoner is? He is Munk of the Indigo Tribe. I believe you two have been 
acquainted. After we discovered him down here, we realized he’s quite an important Lantern. Second in 
command of the Indigos. If we were to release him, his whole Corps would have a grudge against us. They 
might even want war. We couldn’t risk that. We feed him what we can, but it’s hard to find food on this nearly 
dead planet. The bruises are from his many  escape attempts. We don’t beat him… we’re not cruel like that 
anymore. We just can’t risk him leaving. If the Indigos came for us, we could die, new Reds could be chosen, 
and hundreds more atrocities could occur. What could transpire if we released this prisoner is simply not 
worth it.” 

Hal sent a wave of green energy surging from his body, bursting the red bubble. He spent a moment 
contemplating what he had just heard. He refused to condone the imprisonment of Munk, but he also did not 
want a war to begin.  

“So…” said Hal grimly. “Munk is an Indigo Lantern. Arkillo wants to use the indigo ring’s teleportation 
powers to transport his box.” 

“Yes,” replied Skallox. “Munk’s indigo ring is currently on my finger, but I am unable to use it. We are 
going to release him and give him the ring. Then we’ll get him to teleport the box, making sure he doesn’t just 
teleport away himself. Then I’ll take the ring back and we’ll restrain him again. Arkillo gets what he wants, 
and no harm is done.” 

“Munk is on the brink of death… you can’t possibly believe no harm is being done. He can go ahead 
and teleport the box… that much I agreed to. But you’re not keeping him in this prison after that. I’ll take him 
to Oa, and our medics will get him back in good shape. But before we send him back to Nok, we’ll make sure 
he understands your situation and has no intent of waging war upon your Corps. Understand?” 

Skallox exchanged some whispers with his fellow Red Lanterns. 
“Those terms are agreeable,” he declared. 
“Let’s get this damn thing over with ,” said Arkillo commandingly. He grabbed Skallox’s wrist and held 

up his hand. Munk’s indigo ring rested on one of his fingers and Arkillo roughly yanked it off. He walked over 
to Munk, then made a yellow construct of a saw. He sliced through Munk’s chains with ease. Munk’s limp body 

 



 

fell to the floor. He let out a wheeze and looked up at Arkillo, who tossed the ring down to him. Munk 
extended his arm across the floor, reaching for the ring. He grasped it and slid it on his finger. A powerful 
blast of indigo energy immediately shot in all directions as Munk’s uniform materialized on his body. The ring 
partly rejuvenated his health, and he inhaled deeply as his body went from frail to having somewhat defined 
muscles. His bruises began to slightly fade, revealing his Indigo Tribe tattoos underneath. Munk clenched his 
fist, looking at the Red Lanterns. 

“Monsters ,” he muttered. 
“We’re gonna let you go, quit crying,” said Arkillo. “But first, we need something from you.” One of the 

Red Lanterns handed Arkillo the box. 
“What’s this?” asked Munk. 
“It’s a package that I need you to teleport somewhere. Don’t even think about trying to teleport 

yourself away; I’ll pound you into the ground before I let you do that. This is important . Do it, and you’re free.” 
Munk looked at the box. He studied its mysterious design. His expression was filled with nothing but 

desperation for freedom. He stepped closer to Arkillo and took the box from his hands. His ring glowed with 
indigo light as he aimed it at the box. 

“Where to?” he asked. Arkillo stepped very close to him and whispered a location in his ear. Munk’s 
mouth opened slightly, as if he was going to ask a question. But Arkillo’s fearsome eyes made Munk decide to 
simply not question it. A beam of indigo energy emerged from his ring, and the box was gone.  

“Alright,” said Hal. “The deal’s done. Munk, why don’t you teleport the two of us to Oa? We’ll get you 
totally healed there. Then we’ll send you back to home sweet home.” 

Munk nodded and placed his arm around Hal, preparing to teleport. 
“Skallox,” said Hal. “I hope you and your crew find a way to be happy in your remaining days. And 

Arkillo… I hope I never see your ugly face again.” 
Arkillo growled as Hal flipped him off with a construct of a hand. Then he and Munk disappeared 

from the scene. 
 

Space Sector 0000 - Planet Oa - Infirmary - June 29th, 2033 
 

Munk’s callused hands gripped the metal edges of his bed as he sat up after a full two days of laying 
down. His Indigo Lantern ring was aiding in his quick recovery, but the Green Lantern doctors were the most 
helpful part of the process. They had been providing him with Oa’s most advanced methods of treating 
injuries, typically used for soldiers wounded in combat. Munk had said literally no words since arriving on Oa. 
Indigo Lanterns always prefered to speak in their original native language, which is one of the few dialects 
that cannot be translated by green power rings. 

Hal walked into the room as Munk pushed himself into an upright position. He approached the tired 
Indigo Lantern and placed a comforting hand on his shoulder. 

“I know you’ve been through hell, buddy. I’m sorry Atrocitus put you there, and I’m sorry the other 
Reds kept you there for so long. If we had known you were being imprisoned before now, we would’ve come 
to your rescue much sooner. But you seem to be nearly all better now.” 

“Time,” said Munk, staring blankly into Hal’s eyes. “I’ll need time.” 
“Yeah… I know. Believe it or not, I was once imprisoned on Ysmault myself. Not too much fun. Why 

did Atrocitus even imprison you?” 
“I was on a mission… with other Indigos. He ambushed us. Killed all but me. Kreaven... Slog…. 

Trinity… all dead. He kept me. I was the most powerful. Most useful to him.” 
“I’m so sorry,” said Hal, shaking his head. “I guess your talent was useful to Arkillo too. It’s a good 

thing I was able to follow him to Ysmault. I never would have found you there otherwise. You can thank 
Salaak for that. He’s the friendly four-armed guy who punches numbers and does all the planning and 
behind-the-scenes work for our Corps. Pretty handy guy… no pun intended.” 

 



 

Munk almost smiled. 
“Sorry…” Hal apologized. “I know you might not be in the mood for jokes right now. Feel free to rest 

all you want here. As soon as you’re in top top shape and ready to go back to Nok, I’ll have some guys escort 
you back to Nok.” 

“You are kind, Hal Jordan,” said Munk, nodding gratefully. “I see much of Abin  in you.” 
“You don’t say…” replied Hal with a warmed heart. “I only knew Abin Sur for a few moments… I 

know you and some of the first Indigos were much closer with him. He helped create your Tribe.” 
“Abin and Iroque discovered the indigo light of compassion together. He had a lot of compassion 

himself. As do you.” 
“Thank you, Munk,” said Hal. “That means a lot coming from you. Ya know it’s kinda funny… I’ve 

worn nearly every single ring, but never indigo. Back during the days of the War of Light, I found myself 
wielding just about every color at some time or another. But never indigo…” 

“You would make a good member of our Tribe,” said Munk with a sincere smile.  
Hal returned the smile, and took a seat on the bed next to Munk. There was a long pause. These men 

came from completely different civilizations, completely different corners of the universe, and completely 
different parts of the Lantern spectrum. But the two of them were both sitting next to one another, having a 
conversation and enjoying each other’s company. For a moment, Hal strongly wished that every Lantern, and 
every person in the universe, could get along this easily. 

“Hey… where did Arkillo tell you to teleport that box?” 
“Why do you want to know?” 
“That box, or whatever’s inside it, is extremely dangerous. It’s from the Antimatter Universe. That 

place gave birth to some of the greatest horrors I’ve ever seen. It’s the reason Yellow Lanterns even exist, and 
it released a monster that killed literally thousands  of Green Lanterns. Arkillo has been trying desperately to 
get the box sent to some destination on the outskirts of the universe. I need to know where it is now so that I 
can stop whoever received it from causing harm to all of existence.” 

“Understood. He made me send it to a place in the Unknown Sectors .” 
“The Unknown Sectors… oh yeah. The areas of space that the original Guardians forgot to catalogue 

when they were splitting everything up into 3600 sectors, leaving them to be claimed by other lifeforms. Not 
many GLs have gone there. I think Kilowog, Guy, and Arisia went on a mission there a while back… Arisia was 
killed on one of our missions to obtain the box. Guy isn’t part of the Corps anymore. I guess I should talk to 
Kilowog about this and see what I need to be prepared for.” 

At that very moment, Kilowog entered the room. 
“Hal! I’ve been looking all over for you,” he said as he squeezed his huge body through the thin door 

frame of the infirmary. 
“Kilowog, we were just talking about you!” exclaimed Hal. “You’ve been to the Unknown Sectors, 

right?” 
“Yeah…” 
“Turns out that’s where the box is right now . I’m sure you heard Arkillo managed to send it to its final 

destination. Can you tell me anything about the uncharted areas of space?” 
“We only ventured as far as Sector 3601, but it was filled with lowlifes and criminals who did such 

bad stuff they decided to live outside the area policed by the Green Lantern Corps. Some of them were even 
exiled from the Patrolled Sectors by the Corps for their actions. Anybody living there has done some bad 
stuff.” 

“But what about beyond 3601? How many other sectors are there?” 
“Well… they’re considered uncharted  for a reason. Nobody really knows just how far space goes in 

that direction…” 
“3610,” interjected Munk. “That’s the sector that the box is in.” 
Kilowog looked at Hal with concern. 

 



 

“Well,” said Hal. “The box is in a completely unknown part of space, in the possession of an unknown 
person, being used for unknown purposes. I don’t know what’s about to happen… but it should be 
interesting.” 

“So Munk can teleport things, right?” asked Kilowog. 
Munk nodded. 
“Then have him teleport you directly to the location of the box. That way, you don’t have to risk your 

life passing through the other dangerous sectors.” 
“Smart idea,” said Hal. “But wait… how will I get back?” 
Munk suddenly rose to his feet. He held up his ring and it began to glow and vibrate. A noise was 

emitted from the ring that was completely foreign to Hal. Then Hal witnessed something remarkable. The ring 
duplicated itself. A second indigo ring floated over from Munk’s finger over to Hal’s. The ring hovered in place, 
waiting for Hal to accept it. 

“What in the actual hell…” said Hal. The only time he had ever seen Lantern rings be duplicated was 
many years ago during the war against the Black Lanterns. That was only possible because Ganthet, one of the 
original all-powerful Guardians, aided the process. Now Hal had just seen Munk perform this feat effortlessly. 

“The Indigo Tribe is different than the Green Lantern Corps,” stated Munk. “Our numbers are not as 
limited. Our rules are not as strict.” 

“So you guys can just make your own rings on the fly, and decide who gets them?” 
“Yes. Place this ring on your finger. It will activate when you are ready to return. Just envision this 

place and a portal will open.” 
“That’s… amazing ,” said Hal. He briefly considered just how powerful Indigo Lanterns were. He had 

seen them use their rings in other unusual and powerful ways in the past, but never stopped to think about 
the astounding power they possessed. He realized that the capabilities of the Green Lantern rings were 
extremely limited due to being created by the strict and commanding Guardians eons ago. Hal reached out 
and allowed the ring to float onto his index finger, directly next to the green ring resting on his middle finger. 
He clenched his fist and looked up at Kilowog. 

“I think it’s time for me to go. But before I do… why were you looking for me?” 
“I wanted you to know that I’m going to fight Arkillo,” said Kilowog. “Salaak still has a lock on his 

location, and I need to go finish things with him before he gets back to the Yellow Lanterns’ base...” 
“Kilowog…” sighed Hal. “At least wait until I know what this whole situation is about. Arkillo’s 

involvement with this crazy deal might be over with.” 
“Doesn’t matter. I’ve got a score to settle with him. He’s a monster, and he’s killed too many of my 

recruits. It’s time I brought him down.” 
“I hope this isn’t gonna be a solo mission.” 
Kilowog gave Hal an all too familiar look. It was a look that meant it was a job for Kilowog, and no one 

else. 
“I don’t approve of this…” said Hal. 
“Oh yeah?” asked Kilowog. “And who exactly is going with you  to this place in the Unknown Sectors?” 
Hal shook his head and smiled. He understood. Much like Kilowog, he was a hard-headed fool who 

liked to do things on his own.  
“I know this is gonna sound blunt, Kilowog… but you’re older and slower nowadays,” commented 

Hal.  
“So is he ,” said Kilowog with a grin. 
Hal extended his hand to Kilowog. He gave his true friend a firm handshake and a warm smile. 
“Good luck to you, Sergeant.” 
“Same to you, pooser.” 

 
 

 



 

Space Sector 3610 - Empty Space - June 25th, 2033 
 

An indigo portal breached the blackness of empty space. Hal emerged from the portal, and it closed 
behind him. He gazed around, noticing the distant stars and planets in this unfamiliar part of the universe. He 
was floating in an area that seemed to be devoid of any life or structure. His ring lit up, but it hardly helped. 
There was nothing nearby to be illuminated. Hal heard no sound but his own breath. All was still. 

He wondered if this really was the right place. Perhaps the recipient of the box had picked it up here, 
and then headed off somewhere completely different. If that was the case, he would have no clue where to 
look. But suddenly that doubt left his mind. A certain feeling crept over him. This was the place. He could just 
feel it. 

Hal flew in circles for several minutes, just waiting for anything to happen. But nothing did. 
“Ring, scan this area for lifeforms,” he said aloud. 
“NO LIFEFORMS DETECTED. ” 
“Scan for traces of antimatter energy.” 
“NO TRACES DETECTED. ” 
“Scan for anything. Literally anything besides empty space.” 
“NOTHING DETECTED. ” 
“Damn it.” Hal was frustrated, but he remained calm. He knew he had to stay focused. He floated 

around for several more minutes, spanning a radius of about a hundred feet. He ended up exactly where he 
started, still unsure of what to do. 

“Oh what the hell,” he said to himself. “Maybe this isn’t the place…” 
“Don’t give up, Jordan. I’m right here.” These words were said by a voice that somehow seemed to 

echo all around Hal. 
“Where are you? Show yourself!” Hal shouted. 
“No need. You know  who I am.” These words sent chills across Hal’s skin. 
“What are you doing all the way out here?” 
“I’ve been… thinking .” 
“About what?” 
“This universe. How to rectify its flaws.” 
“It’s you… I should have known  it was you.” 
“Hello, old friend.” This time, the words did not echo. They came from directly behind Hal. He spun 

around to see a man slowly becoming visible. As the cover of invisibility went away, Hal realized he was in the 
presence of someone he had not seen in many years. Not since the great battle against Volthoom had Hal 
stood before this man. His once greatest enemy. Sinestro. 

Sinestro hovered there with his typical posture, arms crossed behind his back. He wore his Yellow 
Lantern ring on his left hand, as always. Sinestro had clearly aged; he now had completely grey hair. But he 
was still in peak condition. His muscular physique was shown through his standard Yellow Lantern uniform. 
The emblem on his chest was the same as the one on every other Yellow Lantern, but it somehow carried so 
much more weight when it was worn by him. He had created the Corps himself. He was the first one to 
harness the yellow energy of fear as a weapon. That symbol would not have existed without him. The yellow 
energy now surrounded his body. It was obvious that he had grown more powerful since his last encounter 
with Hal. Sinestro’s energy aura seemed to be flowing in a way that conveyed his absolute mastery of the 
yellow light. The energy acted as if it was a part of him; even glowing in sync with his breath. His pupils also 
glowed yellow, brighter than ever before. Sinestro had grey stubble across the lower part of his face. His hair 
was messy, but still short. It was difficult to place the exact emotion behind his expression. He seemed to be 
almost content; at peace with his power. But at the same time, his eyes showed that he was craving something 
more. 

“Sinestro… I didn’t think I’d ever see you again,” said Hal, at a loss for any other words. 

 



 

“Oh please, Jordan,” he scoffed. “Our destinies have always been intertwined. Since your first day as a 
Lantern, all the way until now. You honestly never expected we would cross paths again?” 

“After we beat Volthoom, you left everything behind. I thought that was it.” 
“I left because I needed to deal with Parallax. Fusing with him was a necessary action in my plan to 

defeat Volthoom, but it was not compliant with my greater plan for the universe.” 
“You’re greater plan for-” 
“Yes, Jordan. Bringing order to all 3600 sectors has always been my primary goal. And having a 

monster living inside of me was only going to slow my progress. I flew all the way out here, released the 
beast, and reverted back to my normal state of being a Yellow Lantern. In that moment, I stared Parallax in 
the eyes. I saw a creature born of pure energy. Pure emotion. Pure fear . That’s when it occurred to me.... the 
only way to accomplish my goal was to become like Parallax. The definition of true power.” 

“You want limitless access to the yellow energy…” Hal said with shortness of breath. 
“Hm. Yes,” Sinestro gave off the slightest grin that gave Hal a bad feeling in his gut. Sinestro began to 

slowly float in a circle around Hal. “These rings… I’ve always detested  them. Fear is such a vast substance. It 
exists in unlimited amounts. But these rings are so... small. And their capabilities are as tiny as they are. When 
fear is channeled through these rings, it goes through many filters. It is transformed into a refined energy that 
can be used in combat. But that energy could be used for so much more in its raw and natural state. One of the 
greatest mistakes I have made in my life was modeling this ring after the Green Lantern ring… a ring designed 
by the Guardians, beings who lived by limits and restrictions. After all these years of meditation and solitude, 
I have figured it all out. I’ve never been more closely connected with the emotional spectrum…” Sinestro took 
a deep breath. “Nor has anyone else .” 

“I’m guessing Arkillo learned his new tricks from you.” 
“Phasing… invisibility… yes. I have unlocked many new abilities of the yellow ring, and taught them 

to my most trusted soldiers from lightyears away. But those are pointless now. Once I do what I have been 
planning, every current ability of this ring will be obsolete.” 

“With all these new powers, couldn’t you have found a more efficient way to send that box across the 
universe?” 

“If I had wished to, I could’ve teleported the box from any place in the universe directly to my hands. 
But I told Arkillo to send it slowly, and to insure it passed through your sector. I wanted you to discover it and 
follow it to me. That was the plan all along.” 

“Green Lanterns died  because of that box!” yelled Hal. 
“Did they?” asked Sinestro, raising an eyebrow. “Or did they die because of your foolish inability to 

simply let things go ?” 
“How could I let it go? Do you remember what happened last time shit from the Antimatter Universe 

entered our own? I guess you  were the one who caused that. You wouldn’t care about the thousands of lives 
that were lost.” 

“Jordan, I am not a monster who lacks remorse for his actions. I simply choose to look past the 
casualties that are required for universal peace. You spend too much time dwelling on the small losses, while I 
look at the greater picture. That is the difference between us.” 

“It’s the difference between a hero and fascist.” 
“No. It’s the difference between someone who fails and someone who succeeds. You are frequently 

held back by your foolish break-ups with Carol Ferris, and I never pay a moment’s thought to the fact that I 
lost my dearest loved one, my oldest friend, and my entire planet .” 

For a second, Hal almost felt sorry for him. 
“Well,” said Hal. “What are you planning to do with the box?” 
Sinestro displayed yet another unsettling grin as the box materialized in his hand. Hal watched in 

shock as Sinestro created the most intricate construct he had ever seen. It fit perfectly into the ridges of the 
box, causing the gears to turn. The box shifted and one side began to slide open. 

 



 

“You’re the only one who can open it… of course,” said Hal. 
“Indeed. The construct that is required to open this box is one so complicated that it could not even 

be generated by a Guardian. Only I have access to it.” 
Hal felt a drop of sweat drip down one side of his face. Sinestro had grown immensely powerful and it 

made him terrified. He was using his ring in unbelievable ways for the sake of his elaborate plan, and now he 
was preparing for something even greater. 

Intricately shaped pieces of yellow metal drifted out of the box and into Sinestro’s hands. 
“These, Jordan,” said Sinestro. “Are modifiers  for my power ring. I sent very specific instructions to 

the Weaponers of Qward and had these designed. Once I add them to the ring, they will eliminate the 
restrictions that were placed there by the original design. They will make my ring infinitely more powerful. 
My constructs will become stronger than you can fathom, and I will gain more abilities than any  Lantern of 
any  color has ever possessed.” 

“You’ll be the most powerful Lantern of all time…” 
“Oh Jordan. I already am . This will make me something greater. I will be a God.” 
“You sound like Volthoom .” 
“Perhaps I do. He strived for unlimited power just as I do. However, his motives were flawed. I will 

use my power to bring order to the universe.” 
“Like you did with Korugar ? Remember how that  turned out?” 
“I have had decades to rethink my strategies since then. No planet will suffer like Korugar did. Well… 

aside from the ones that deserve  it.” 
“You might have the powers of a God, but you don’t get to judge entire planets and decide which ones 

deserve to suffer.” 
“Actually,” said Sinestro, fusing the modifiers to his ring. “I do .” 
Sinestro’s energy aura glowed with a remarkable brightness as yellow energy was expelled in every 

direction. Hal shielded his eyes from the light as he was struck by the surge and propelled backward. The 
amount of light was more than Hal had ever seen. It was beautiful and horrific all at once. When the light 
faded, Hal saw Sinestro in the distance. Sinestro turned to face Hal, and then he flickered like a light before 
vanishing and appearing once again right in front of Hal. His eyes were filled with swirling yellow energy. His 
aura now seemed relaxed. Traces of yellow energy flowed gracefully behind him as he moved. He had 
succeeded. Sinestro was now more in touch with fear than ever before. And Hal was completely speechless. 

“It worked,” Sinestro said. His voice sounded different; it was indescribably more powerful. “My ring 
is now a gateway to the infinite flood of fear. No one can hope  to stop me.” 

“I…” stuttered Hal. “I’m guessing after all these years… you’ve formulated some perfect plan for 
universal order. Care to tell me what it is?” 

“Of course I have a plan for that. But now that I feel  this power at my fingertips… I must expand  that 
plan. The universe is too small.” 

“Damn it Sinestro, what are you about to do…” 
“I am going to rule all of existence. I am going to control the multiverse.” 
“Sinestro, please don’t- ” 
“I must prepare.” 
Sinestro began to flicker as if he was about to disappear, but Hal immediately shot a ray of green 

energy at him with no hesitation. What happened next was unlike anything Hal had ever seen. Sinestro 
effortlessly caught the green energy with a single hand. No construct was required for this. He simply caught 
it in his hand, and then released it back at Hal with even greater force. It was too quick for Hal to block it; he 
was struck directly in the chest. He let out a painful yell as he was sent flying. 

“Jordan... I urge  you not to make any attempts to prevent my plan from succeeding. You have a track 
record of taking on beings far more powerful than you… and you do have an impressive win streak. But the 

 



 

power I now wield is far greater than you can even conceptualize. I will spare you now in the name of our past 
friendship… but try to attack me again, and I will wipe you from existence .” 

“How the hell did you redirect my energy?” 
“I believe I am now in touch with all parts of the emotional spectrum…” 
“That’s impossible. You’re still just a Yellow Lantern. Your ring can only access fear.” 
“You’re still thinking too small , Jordan. Will and fear are directly related, for will is the ability to 

conquer fear. Hope is simply praying that your fears do not come true. Compassion is praying the fears of 
others do not come true. Rage is what happens when they do . Love is what you feel whenever you fear losing 
someone . Avarice is when you fear losing something . And death… well nothing in the universe is feared more 
than death. All parts of the spectrum are so connected, Jordan. Fear ties them all together. I have access to 
them all . And so much more .” 

“Access to all the colors… you’re essentially a White Lantern again…” 
“I don’t believe I can even be considered a Lantern anymore… I am something… new .” 
“Sinestro…” Hal sighed, having a bit of difficulty breathing due to the blast he took to the chest. 

“You’re never satisfied , are you? You weren’t pleased with being a GL, so you had to make your own damn 
ring. That wasn’t enough either, so you became a White Lantern. And then later on you fused with Parallax  for 
Christ’s sakes. And now… this. When will you finally stop trying to become more than what you are?” 

“When my power is finally unlimited. When my control of the multiverse extends far enough to 
establish order across every world. When there is no longer a need for Lanterns  to patrol the cosmos. When 
all is finally well.” 

Hal’s eyes widened. “When all is finally well…” 
“I can waste no more time with you, Jordan,” said Sinestro. His ring glowed with unfathomable power 

once again, and a surge of yellow energy was sent straight at Hal. The energy had small streaks of other colors 
mixed in it, and Hal realized in that split second that Sinestro’s power was still growing. He truly was able to 
access the entire spectrum. This surge of energy was strangely beautiful, but Hal was certain that it would kill 
him. He clenched his fist, tapping into the indigo ring given to him by Munk. He closed his eyes, and flew 
straight backward as he created a portal back to Oa. He barely escaped, and the portal closed just as the 
energy was about to make contact with him. Sinestro lifted one corner of his mouth upward in the slightest 
grin. Then he flickered away, leaving the empty void of space with nothing but remnants of Lantern energy 
and the echoes of a battle. 
 

Space Sector 0000 - Planet Oa - Infirmary - June 29th, 2033 
 

Hal fell flat on his back in the infirmary. He was remarkably dizzy, and there was suddenly a 
whirlpool of words swirling around in his mind. It was entire language he had never heard before. He 
clutched the sides of his head while violently shaking on the floor. He had no idea what was happening. Then 
he felt two firm hands grab him, one on each shoulder. Hal’s eyes were tightly closed, but he slowly began to 
open them. He saw Munk kneeling over him and holding him still. Hal slowly returned to a calm state, and 
then uttered the word “Nok .” 

“You are okay, Hal Jordan,” said Munk in a comforting voice. “Everything is okay. You are an Indigo 
Lantern now… I did not foresee this happening.” Munk lifted his hands off of Hal, and then Hal rose to his feet. 

“I… am?” Hal looked down at his body. He was wearing an Indigo Lantern uniform. The design did 
not stray far from his typical Green Lantern suit. The only stark difference was the color and the emblem. He 
also now held an indigo staff in his hand, the device used by Indigo Lanterns in place of a power battery and 
an additional channel for the indigo energy. 

“You are indeed,” answered Munk. “I assumed that your strength with the green ring would allow you 
to use the indigo ring’s functions without becoming fully immersed. I wonder what could have caused this to 
happen… It does not matter though. I suggest you return the ring, as well as the staff. My own staff was 

 



 

destroyed by Atrocitus before my imprisonment. I will be needing a new one, so it is quite opportune that 
your ring constructed one automatically.” 

“Munk, I don’t remember you being so talkative last time I saw you… what happened?” 
“I can speak more fluently since we are communicating in the Indigo Tribe’s native language now. 

Once an individual becomes a member, they start speaking in our tongue. You may feel as though you are still 
talking in your human language, but no outsiders can understand you anymore.” 

“That’s amazing… so what does Nok  actually mean?” 
“It means a great many things. It is the name of our homeworld, and it has several other translations, 

but the primary meaning is... may compassion be with you .” 
“Hm. I like that.” 
“Care to share what exactly happened out there in the Unknown Sectors?” 
“Oh… yeah. It’s bad. I found out who’s been screwing around with us this whole time. Sinestro .” 
“Sinestro. I am quite familiar with him. He is not to be underestimated, but he is most likely 

defeatable.” 
“I don’t think he is anymore, Munk. The contents of that box were modifiers , carefully crafted to 

remove all safeguards from his ring so that he can freely access unfiltered, unbridled fear. He’s more in touch 
with the yellow energy than any simple Lantern. He’s also slowly gaining the ability to control the other 
colors too.” 

“Controlling other energies in the emotional spectrum is something that members of the Indigo Tribe 
are quite familiar with. We can harness the energy of any nearby Lantern, as I’m sure you have witnessed in 
the past.” 

“This is different, Munk. Believe me. He can channel any  Lantern color at any  time. And he can do way 
more with his power than any other Lantern can do. He’s like Volthoom, but… dare I say it… a helluva lot 
worse . We got lucky that the First Lantern was a power-crazed lunatic. Sinestro’s not out of his mind. He 
might be evil, but he’s frustratingly intelligent and always has a damn foolproof plan. That kind of brainpower 
matched with his newfound abilities is gonna render him pretty much unstoppable.” 

“We have faced many threats that we considered unstoppable, Hal Jordan. For instance, Nekron. A 
threat so legitimate that he brought my Corps out of the shadows. And what about Krona? A rogue Guardian 
who tamed the Entities .” Munk seemed to have confidence, but Hal knew it was built on false faith. 

“Yeah… Krona may have controlled the Entities. But I feel like Sinestro pretty much is  an Entity now.” 
“Do not make such a claim lightly,” said Munk with the slightest fearful inflection in his voice. 
“Believe me, I’m not. The Entities are embodiments of the emotions of the spectrum. I believe 

Sinestro has essentially become an Entity of all the colors .” Hal’s voice shook as he realized the seriousness of 
what he was saying. 

“How exactly do you propose we stop such a threat?” 
“I think it’s time we get a crew  together.” 
“Are you suggesting another… what did you call that team of yours during the Blackest Night... 

Rainbow Rodeo?” 
“Oh hell yeah.” 
“Well if you’re seeking one member from each Corps, no need to waste time going to the planet Nok. 

You’ve got an Indigo Lantern right here.” 
“True. I’ll give you this power staff and my ring. Hopefully the extra equipment will make up for the 

fact you’re still recovering a bit.” 
“Do not worry, Hal Jordan. I will not allow my current condition to interfere with stopping Sinestro 

from… what is it that he wants to do exactly?” 
“Conquer the multiverse.” 
“Ah. Then he will surely be headed to Earth as he has done before. It is the center of the multiverse 

after all.” 

 



 

“He could be there any minute now since he can teleport . My planet is in danger… serious danger. I’m 
going to send an urgent distress call to the Templar Guardians, letting them know my home planet needs 
immediate assistance from any available Green Lanterns. Then we’re gonna go round up anybody who we 
think can help stop Sinestro.” 

“Understood. I will teleport us wherever you please. You are well acquainted with this universe’s 
most powerful Lanterns, so I trust your judgement. But if you are going to make a transmission to the 
Guardians, I suggest you revert to being a Green Lantern first. Don’t worry, you will still be able to fully 
understand me after removing the indigo ring. The language of our tribe will remain with you for life.” 

Hal slipped the indigo power ring off his finger, and as he did so, the indigo uniform transformed 
back into his typical green suit. He held out the ring and the staff to Munk. 

“Take ‘em,” he said. Munk grabbed the power staff in one hand, and slid on the additional ring. A 
ripple of indigo energy was sent across his body, granting him extra strength. His eyes briefly glowed as he 
looked at Hal. 

“This is going to be quite the battle, Green Lantern. Are you positive that you’re ready?” 
Hal looked down at his ring. He once considered it the most powerful weapon in the universe. He 

once believed that it made him nearly a god. But now it seemed like a toy compared to Sinestro’s power. Hal 
looked back up at Munk and replied “No. But when have I ever been?” 
 

Space Sector 2628 - Planet Odym - Central Power Battery  - June 29th, 2033 
 

As Hal emerged from a portal alongside Munk into the skies of Odym, he was quickly reminded of the 
peace and serenity of the Blue Lantern Corps’ homeworld. The sounds of nature were inviting, and the many 
blue streaks soaring across the sky like shooting stars indicated that the Blue Lanterns were prospering. It 
was a beautiful sight, but Hal could not enjoy it during this time of turmoil. With Munk following closely 
behind him, Hal landed on in the tall field of grass near the enormous Central Power Battery of the Blue 
Lanterns. It was just as huge as that of the Green Lanterns. A blue flame burnt brightly within its center. Hal 
felt empowered in this spot, as blue energy was known for increasing the power of any nearby Green Lantern. 
Being directly next to the source of the Blue Light made a powerful feeling sweep over Hal. 

The arrival of Hal and Munk had immediately caught the attention of several Blue Lanterns, who 
swooped down from the skies and landed in front of them with admirable grace. One of these Blue Lanterns 
was Brother Warth. He had the stature of a human being with the head of an elephant. His costume had a 
unique design, and there were intricate tattoos along his trunk. He could be intimidating during battle, but on 
a normal day, was one of the friendliest Lanterns Hal had ever met. 

“Hal Jordan! It is a pleasure to see you,” said Warth in a welcoming tone. “What brings you travelers 
here?” 

“This is unfortunately no vacation visit,” responded Hal with a shake of his head. “All of existence is in 
danger and we need as much help as we can get. I was hoping to find Saint Walker here so he can join the 
crew I’m scrambling together.” 

“I shall find him as quickly as possible and send him your way, brother,” said Warth, beginning to 
float away, along with the other Blue Lanterns who had landed beside him. 

“Please do,” said Hal. “And let all your Lanterns know that if they wish to help, they can go to Earth 
right now. The GLs are already headed there. You can give them a highly needed power boost, and pitch in 
with this fight.” 

“As you wish. May I ask who it is that we shall be fighting for the fate of existence?” 
“Sinestro.” 
Brother Warth gave Hal a sincere nod before soaring off. Within less than a minute, Saint Walker 

arrived before Hal. He was a curious man, with a thin body, oddly textured pale skin, and an abstractly shaped 
head. Saint Walker was almost always a chipper fellow, full of joy and optimism. He typically had a certain 

 



 

presence that gave off a sense of comfort and reassurance. But right at this moment, he was making a face Hal 
had seen few times before. An expression of serious concern. 

“What troubles you, my friend?” Saint Walker asked. “Brother Warth made it seem quite important.” 
His voice was smooth and calming, yet it was still obvious that he realized the urgency of the situation. 

“Oh Walker, you’re a sight for sore eyes,” said Hal. “Sinestro wants to do… something  on Earth. And 
it’s gonna put the multiverse at risk of being conquered by him. We need you.” 

“You need not ask twice, Hal. I’m in.” 
“Thank you.” 
“Hal ,” interjected Munk. “You told the Blue Lanterns to head to Earth. I was unaware that we would 

be sending entire Corps to this battle. I can easily order to the Indigo Tribe to join the fight if you please.” 
“No Munk, it’s alright,” said Hal. “I don’t wanna crowd the battlefield with too many Lanterns. The 

Blues and the Greens working in concert should be helpful enough. They will make each other more powerful 
and hopefully give us an upper hand. Hopefully .” 

“Keep on hoping, Hal Jordan,” said Saint Walker. “And believe that all will be well .” 
 

Space Sector 2814 - Planet Ysmault - Blood Lake  - June 29th, 2033 
 

“Well,” said Munk, as he, Hal, and Saint Walker flew through a portal and onto the surface of Ysmault.. 
“I just escaped from this planet, and now we’re back.” 

“It’ll be okay,” said Hal. “We’ll be outta here as soon as we get one of the Reds. I just gotta get their 
attention  first.” Hal shot several green flares into the sky. They erupted into gigantic fireworks, disrupting the 
somber silence with outrageously loud crackling noises in every direction. 

Saint Walker placed one hand on his head and let out a whimper of pain. 
“You alright, Walker?” asked Hal. “Not a fan of loud noises?” 
“It’s not that…” Saint Walker said through a weakened voice. “This place pains me. Red and blue do 

not mix well, as you know…” 
“But the Reds are nearly all gone! This place hardly has any rageful energy remaining.” 
“Whatever has replaced their rage is far worse.” 
Suddenly, Skallox landed in front of them. 
“What could you possibly  want so soon after our last encounter?” asked Skallox. 
“You,” said Hal. “We need a Red Lantern. I’m throwing another Rainbow Rodeo together to save the 

universe. That box that Arkillo had earlier was filled with stuff for Sinestro… stuff that made him pretty much 
turn into a god . Now he’s endangering everything that has ever existed. We need a Red Lantern right about 
now.” 

“I was under the impression that your last ‘Rainbow Rodeo’ consisted of seven Lanterns, each with a 
differently colored power ring. You needed all seven colors to create the White Light  to stop Nekron. But 
there’s a White Lantern out there now. You don’t need me.” 

“Yes we do. It’s not about generating the White Light this time. It’s about creating a unity of Lanterns. 
Something that for some damn reason  has always seemed to work against every major threat to the universe. 
And practically speaking, every Lantern color has its own unique set of abilities. So you’ll probably come in 
handy at some point, Skallox. Please .” 

“I told you… the Reds are done fighting. If one of us dies in combat, that means a red ring goes free, 
and we put people at risk.” 

“By not helping, you are putting every person... in every world… in every galaxy… in every 
universe… at risk of being controlled by Sinestro . Please make the right decision.” 

Skallox inched closer to Hal and looked him dead in the eyes. 
“Fine . I will help you,” he said. “But know that this is the last time a Red ever  raises his fists.” 

 

 



 

Space Sector 2828 - Planet Okaara - The Hoard  - June 30th, 2033 
 

Hal, Munk, Saint Walker, and Skallox entered Okaara through yet another portal. Much like Odym’s 
primarily blue environment, the atmosphere and wildlife of Okaara was mostly orange, making it especially 
suiting for its one sole inhabitant. A man so greedy that he desired an entire planet to himself, scattered with 
shrines to his own glory. This individual was so self-centered and materialistic that the very room which the 
four Lanterns had just entered was a hoard of priceless valuables. The owner of this hoard was Larfleeze. 
With an entire planet to himself, he required no currency or expensive belongings. Yet he had an enormous 
building filled with rooms of jewels, money, rarities, and more. His collection had been building for longer 
than the average lifeform had even existed. This was due to Larfleeze’s unbelievably long lifespan, as well as 
his dedication to hoarding anything shiny or attractive, despite his inability to put any of it to good use. 

This facility was dimly lit with lights that emitted an orange glow. The color choice was most likely 
intentional, since it matched the walls, floors, ceilings, and many of the items in the hoard. Larfleeze certainly 
enjoyed the color orange, for no other reason besides it reminding him of himself. He was, after all, the only 
Orange Lantern. His greed was so unrivaled that he refused to allow any other Lanterns to be admitted into 
his Corps. When he first attained the Orange Light, only one ring was crafted, most likely by his command. 
And now that ring, holding the potential power of an entire Corps, rested on his hand. That ring made him not 
only one of the strongest Lanterns of all time, but one of the most powerful beings in the entire universe. He 
could prove to be a game-changer in the coming battle. 

“Larfleeze ?” hollered Hal as the group began to walk. “Where are you ?” 
“Leave me alone ,” said a menacing voice that echoed throughout the entire building. It clearly 

belonged to Larfleeze, the only creature dwelling in this enormous space. Hal detected the distant sound of 
movement, and started walking more quickly in that direction. The others followed him. 

“We need your help!” said Hal, lowering his voice a bit as the group drew closer. They were nearing 
the end of a hallway that opened into a vast pit of treasures. 

“You need my help… heh heh . The first time I freely gave out my help, I was repaid with the gift of a 
Guardian... and she didn’t even stick around. The second time I gave out my help, all I got in return was words . 
A good secret, but nothing shiny. Nothing I can hold . I’m not helping anybody if I don’t get something in 
return.” Larfleeze’s echoing voice was trying to bargain, but Hal did not have time for it. 

“Okay, you squirmy little rat,” said Hal in a bold tone. “You’ll get something in return. And that’s the 
ability to keep everything in this hoard.” 

“You dare threaten to steal my shinies ?!” Larfleeze let out a shrill cry as he emerged from a corner of 
the huge room, bounding toward Hal on all fours at remarkable speed. His rodent-like figure allowed for him 
to move in a number of odd ways, this being one of them. He came to a halt in front of Hal and stood upright, 
glaring at Hal with his bright orange eyes. The thick brown hair that covered his body had grown long, 
matted, and smelly due to lack of grooming. Several flies circled Larfleeze. Hal had always pondered why 
Larfleeze’s seemingly infinite collection of objects did not include soap or a mirror. Larfleeze had multiple 
tusks protruding from either side of his head. His teeth were yellowed and jagged. His Orange Lantern 
uniform was always a wonder to see, given that it was the only one in the universe. Larfleeze’s narrowed eyes 
continued to stare at Hal Jordan. Then they glanced at each of the people standing around Hal. And then they 
began to wander aimlessly. Larfleeze often attempted to be intimidating, but his old age and delusional state 
tended to prevent him from succeeding. He began to turn his back to Hal and the others, almost as if he had 
forgotten they were there. But Hal grabbed him by the shoulder and spun him back around. 

Larfleeze seemed startled by this. He violently thrust Hal’s arm off of him. 
“Listen, Larfleeze ,” said Hal. “We’re all in danger. Every single living being is in danger. Sinestro has 

become more powerful than either of us. We have to stop him. I’m recruiting one Lantern from each Corps to 
form a unity against him. He’s on my home planet and I need your help.” 

 



 

“Like I said before, Harold…” groaned Larfleeze in his characteristically deep and whiny voice. “I’m 
done doing things for other people unless I get a reward .” 

“Either you haven’t been listening, or you’re even more selfish than you seem. Which is saying a lot ,” 
said Hal frustratedly. “The multiverse is in danger of being conquered by Sinestro.” 

“What has the multiverse ever given me?” asked Larfleeze, raising an eyebrow. 
Hal would have facepalmed if there was any time at all to be spared for gestures of annoyance. 
“Everything ,” answered Munk. “It has given you everything, creature.” 
“Yeah,” added Skallox, who had surprisingly decided to be helpful. “It’s given you this planet. 

Everything you see around you. Endless fortune. If you let the multiverse fall into Sinestro’s hands, you’re 
giving all that up. If you won’t do it for anyone else, just do it for yourself.” 

“Please ,” said Saint Walker. 
Larfleeze grimaced and started pacing back and forth. 
“You think the multiverse has given me life… this isn’t living . I’m so old I don’t know where I’m from. 

Or where my family is. Or what my real  name  is. I don’t… I don’t know if it’s worth it anymore.” 
“You have a family, brother?” asked Saint Walker. 
“I… I think so,” said Larfleeze in a pitiful voice. 
“And you truly care about them?” 
“Yes.” Larfleeze answered this question uncharacteristically quick. Nobody had ever heard him 

express genuine feelings for anybody but himself before. 
“Well,” said Saint Walker. “If they’re out there somewhere… then save the multiverse for them . If you 

let it go to waste, you shall have no hope  of finding them. But if you help us, then we will help you be reunited 
with them.” 

“You’d do that for me?” 
Hal Jordan stepped forward and nodded, showing his agreement with this deal. 
“Alrighty then…” said Larfleeze. “Let’s go! Wait... first I need some ratwaffle cheese.” He reached 

straight downward into a pile of shiny possessions, rummaged around for a brief moment, then pulled out the 
most repulsive glob of goop Hal had seen in his life. Larfleeze stuffed it into his mouth and swallowed it. 

“Mmmmm,” said Larfleeze. “Now  let’s go.” 
 

Space Sector 1417 - Hidden HQ of the Yellow Lantern Corps - June 30th, 2033 
 

Yellow Lanterns started swarming like insects around Hal and his crew as they appeared through 
another indigo portal. Hal and his fellow Lanterns raised their rings, causing the Yellow Lanterns to 
cautiously step backward. Some of these Yellow Lanterns were familiar faces to Hal, and others were not. As 
usual, they were all hideous aliens with monster-like qualities. They glared intensely at Hal until he lowered 
his ring. 

“What the hell  do you want?” questioned Lyssa Drak, an easily recognizable Yellow Lantern. Her 
dedication to Sinestro and his Corps was unmatched. The tales of every single member of the Yellow Lanterns 
were tattooed on her skin by the Yellow Light itself. She was a literal living record of the horrendous 
backstories behind every one of the fearsome monsters in the Corps. Her uniform revealed these unsettling 
words across every inch of her body. Her silky black hair rested on her blue shoulders. 

“Hmph,” huffed Skallox. “This is Sinestro’s girl.” 
“I was ,” she said scornfully. “But Sinestro has been gone for years . Now, my only master is fear itself.” 
“Well if you miss your man, I’ve got some good news for you,” said Hal. “But it’s bad  news for 

everyone else. Sinestro is back. He’s on Earth. He wants to gain control of it so he can dominate the 
multiverse.” 

“So that’s what he’s been planning all this time… he never spoke to me once during his years away. 
The only one of us he communicated with was Arkillo.” 

 



 

“Arkillo …” muttered Hal. In all the commotion, he had nearly forgotten that Kilowog had gone to fight 
Arkillo to the death. Hal turned to face his allies. “Guys ,” he said. “Kilowog is fighting Arkillo right now. 
Sinestro has been exchanging secrets with Arkillo this whole time, and teaching him some of his newfound 
powers. Arkillo may be our best hope of actually beating Sinestro. I hate him with all my heart  right about 
now. He’s killed several GLs during this conflict… close friends of mine. But we may not have any other 
choice.” Hal had never looked past a grudge of his with such ease. He was well aware that time was of the 
essence, and much of it had already been spent on assembling this team. Hal needed a Yellow Lantern. Arkillo 
was the greatest one of all, besides Sinestro himself. And his inside knowledge could prove to be useful. 

“What do you think?” he asked the group. 
“Arkillo is a hurt soul,” said Saint Walker. “Truly tortured by life. I have felt his pain. I believe there is 

good in him. Enough good to realize that his master must be stopped at once.” 
“Worth a shot,” said Skallox. 
Munk simply nodded. 
“Terrible idea!” cried Larfleeze, his eyes flaring with orange energy. “I would never ever  make an 

alliance with a hated enemy for the sake of defeating a common foe.” 
“That’s what you’re doing right now , idiot,” said Skallox. 
Larfleeze started twitching as he contemplated what he had just discovered. But as soon as he started 

to think too deeply, his mind immediately reverted to its natural state of blankness. 
“Alright,” said Hal. “I bet Kilowog has Arkillo in a headlock. I’ll tell him to keep the ugly beast alive for 

us.” Hal held his ring close to his mouth and began sending a transmission to Kilowog. “Hey, buddy. It’s me, 
Hal. Are you there?” 

There was no response. 
“Kilowog, what’s going on? Did you beat Arkillo?” 
Still no response. 
“Kilowog… are you there?” Hal’s heart began to sink. The silence was deafening. Horrible thoughts 

were running through Hal’s mind that made him feel nearly faint.  
“Kilowog? Are… are you…” 
Hal heard the sound of two bulky feet landing on the metal floor directly behind him. For a brief 

moment, Hal believed it was Kilowog. But he and his crew turned around to face the damaged entrance, and 
saw that Arkillo had just landed. His expression said it all. There was no need for words. The smirk. The cocky 
eyes. The curled tongue. It was obvious what he had done. The limp. The bloodied fists. The torn uniform. The 
bruised skin. The broken teeth. Kilowog had clearly packed a punch. But Kilowog was nowhere to be seen. 
Only Arkillo stood before them. 

A full tear ran down Hal’s face and dripped to the floor.  
“Goddamnit ,” said Hal, holding back a sob with all his might. “Where’s Kilowog? Where the hell  is my 

friend?” Hal already knew the answer, but refused to believe it. 
Arkillo’s vicious, animalistic smile confirmed Hal’s fear. Hal felt like he had just been plunged into a 

freezing ocean and was unable to swim back to the top. He felt like he was drowning in confusing emotions, 
while being eaten alive by his thoughts. As he dropped to his knees, Saint Walker ran to him. He knelt down 
and embraced Hal as more tears rolled down his face. 

“You’re so weak,” said Arkillo. “Just like the old sergeant was .” 
“Rrrrgaaaah !” Hal let out a yell of despair and fury as he pushed aside Saint Walker, sprung upward, 

and flew at Arkillo. He struck him directly in the chest with as much force as he could generate. Then he sent 
him flying against the wall with a kick. Hal flew several feet back to make room for an enormous missile 
construct. He held it in his hands and was about to release it, when Saint Walker flew behind him and placed a 
firm hand on his shoulder. 

“Hal Jordan” he said comfortingly. “Vengeance is not the answer.” 

 



 

“He killed him ,” said Hal, completely choked up. “There is no other answer .” He let go of the missile, 
and it flew straight at Arkillo. Skallox flew at the missile with a red shield construct, blocking the explosion.” 

“What are you doing ?” demanded Hal. 
“You said it yourself,” stated Munk. “Arkillo is a necessary ally in the battle that is about to occur. And 

f you harm Arkillo, all of these other Yellow Lanterns will have reason to attack us. We cannot afford to be 
held up at this moment. I understand that it feels nearly impossible, but it is crucial  that you remain 
level-headed. I swear to you, we will mourn the loss of Kilowog soon. But first, the multiverse must be saved 
from impending doom. Do not let your emotions misguide you. Channel everything you’re feeling into 
willpower. And save it for Sinestro .” 

Hal inhaled and exhaled slowly as he landed and approached Arkillo. He wiped the tears from his 
eyes, and then fearlessly grabbed one of Arkillo’s fangs and yanked him closer. 

“Right now, Arkillo, you’re  the weak one. Kilowog may not have managed to kill you, but he made you 
weak enough that I can force you to help us.” 

“I’m still stronger than you, foolish Green Lantern,” said Arkillo through a wheezy laugh. 
“You give yourself too much damn credit. Even in the unlikely  scenario that you could overpower me, 

I’ve got four extremely powerful Lanterns backing me up. You ever gone toe-to-toe with Larfleeze ? I don’t 
think you want to. He can do things that will make your invisibility and phasing seem like useless magic 
tricks. So unless you want us to finish what Kilowog started, I suggest you comply.” 

Arkillo looked at his Corps. “Do something! ” he commanded. “Kill them! ” 
The Yellow Lanterns exchanged nervous glances. None of them were in fighting positions. Lyssa 

Drak’s eyes widened. 
“The orange one is truly  Larfleeze?” asked Lyssa. Hearing fear in the voice of a Yellow Lantern was 

uncommon, but this was certainly an instance of it. “Many members of our Corps were chosen because  of him. 
He taught many of these soldiers the true  meaning of fear. He wields the Orange Light… no member of our 
ranks other than Sinestro  would dare tamper with his power.” 

Larfleeze’s comically odd attitude often made Hal forget just how ruthless of a creature he could 
sometimes be. His evil actions were most likely a result of his insanity, but they were cruel nonetheless. At 
this moment, Hal was glad to be on the same side as him. 

“You hear that, Arkillo?” asked Hal, letting go of his grip on Arkillo’s tooth. “Your whole damn Corps is 
scared of my team. You still  wanna defy us?” 

Arkillo’s eyes simultaneously expressed pure rage and also defeat. He knew he had no choice, but he 
was still furious. 

“When this is over,” he said to Hal. “I’m gonna make you pay for using me. I’ll rip each of your limbs 
apart and bury the ones I don’t eat … right next to Kilowog’s remains.” 

“You’ll try,” said Hal, completely unphased by these remarks. “But I’ll kill  you first.” 
“Is Arkillo aware that he will be fighting his master?” inquired Saint Walker. 
“You want me to fight Sinestro ?” scoffed Arkillo. “If he’s received the modifiers I sent him, then he’ll 

be ruler of the multiverse  by the end of today . Nobody can stop him.” 
“We  can. Especially with your help,” said Munk. 
“You’re all fools. I will help you, but only because I know Sinestro cannot be beaten, and I know he 

will not harm his most loyal servant.” 
“Whatever you need to tell yourself,” said Skallox. 
Hal Jordan was now more driven than ever before. Kilowog’s death gave him immense motivation. It 

was one of the greatest losses he had ever experienced, and the fact that he had no time to dwell on it made it 
infinitely more painful. He had to keep his sorrow and anger bottled up inside. But he would let it out at the 
right moment. If he lived long enough to do so. 
 

 



 

Space Sector 2814 - Planet Earth - Mount Everest - June 30th, 2033 
 

It was 4:00 AM. It was a peaceful hour. The night owls who enjoyed the danger of the dark had 
retreated to their beds. And the early risers who preferred to start their mornings at daylight had yet to 
awaken. All was still. But the movement of people was not noticeable from the highest peak on Earth, which is 
where Sinestro stood. He gazed into the horizon. The sky was calm during this peaceful hour. It was not a 
pitch black that enveloped all things in sight, nor was it a bright blue that made all surroundings crystal clear. 
It was a deep greyish blue that invoked a feeling of solitude. The light fog around the mountain created a 
sense of mystery. A sense of uncertainty. But nothing was uncertain for Sinestro anymore. He felt as if the 
multiverse was at his fingertips. He had come to the conclusion of his lifelong struggle. He had reached the 
pinnacle of true power. And there was no turning back. 

The still and peaceful skies were disrupted by what could be mistaken at first glance for a plethora of 
stars. But these distant twinkling lights were green and blue. They belonged to hundreds of Lanterns. The 
Blue Lanterns were providing the Green Lanterns with a massive power boost due to their proximity. The 
Blue Lanterns were also now capable of using harmful constructs because of their closeness to the Green 
Lanterns. Both of these Corps were in their most powerful states because they were united. But Sinestro 
knew he could brush them away like dust in the wind. 

Lanterns of all shapes and sizes circled Sinestro, their rings aimed directly at him. 
“Surrender immediately,” said the booming voice of a bulky Green Lantern. 
“You are misguided,” said Warth. “Allow us to lead you down the path of acceptance.” 
“Oh, Warth,” said Sinestro. “My very nature is to accept nothing  as it is. Even a man as wise and 

spiritually gifted as yourself fails to look past what is within  you and around  you… you cannot comprehend 
what is truly beyond  you. This is something I managed to achieve when I adjusted my ring.” 

“Hand over the ring, Sinestro!” yelled another brave Green Lantern. Sinestro held up both of his 
hands, and revealed that he was not wearing a ring at all. There were whispers of fear amongst the Lanterns. 
Sinestro was wearing a suit constructed purely from yellow energy. It functioned as his uniform, as well as an 
energy aura. It was freely flowing and more elegant than the uniform of any other Lantern. It was like seeing a 
man made of raw emotion. Almost like the appearance of an Entity. 

“I know… unexpected , is it not?” asked Sinestro. “I have done what no Lantern has ever done before. I 
have not only unlocked the full potential of the rings… but I have embedded it into myself so that I no longer 
need a device to channel the energy. I can masterfully wield the Yellow Light with my bare hands. And I 
believe  I now understand how to wield all other colors as well. Even colors beyond the spectrum. Emotions… 
powers… never before seen. I am directly linked to the fabric that makes up all life in the multiverse. And 
with Earth as my anchor, I will steer all of existence down a righteous path.” 

In the midst of the Green Lanterns and Blue Lanterns, an indigo portal appeared. Hal Jordan was the 
first to emerge, followed by Saint Walker, Skallox, Munk, Larfleeze, and finally Arkillo. 

“It’s over, Sinestro,” said Hal with an expression of will. 
“It’s never over,” replied Sinestro with a smile. 
“You really think you can win this fight? Against all  of us?” 
“I do not merely think  so, Jordan… believe me when I say this. There is no doubt in my mind that I 

will be victorious..” 
“Alright, Sinestro. Let’s play out this scenario. You take control of Earth. You use its central position in 

the multiverse as a means of establishing yourself as a presence across all of existence. You use your 
unlimited power to make yourself… what? The king of everything? And once you do that… then what?” 

“I do not wish to be a king, Jordan. Not in the slightest. I am perfectly content with not a soul in the 
multiverse even knowing my name . My ultimate goal is to establish order. That has been my goal from the 
beginning. I will use my unlimited power to end  all crime. There will be absolute obedience everywhere. It 
will be perfect.” 

 



 

“Complete obedience means no individuality. No self-expression.” 
“Self expression… are you speaking of art? I would hardly call that a factor to be considered in such 

matters.” 
“No, not just art . I mean everything that makes everyone different. You would have every organism in 

existence live the same exact single file lives  as every other organism. That would be the only foolproof way to 
make sure that nobody ever stepped out of line.” 

“That is indeed what I would do. But in the end, there would be no murder. No stealing. No war. It 
would be a utopia.” 

“It would be hell. There would be no joy.” 
“Joy is an equally unimportant factor in this discussion. Eliminating joy is a necessary sacrifice in 

establishing an orderly multiverse.” 
“Sinestro…” said Hal. “If you really wanna make people live their lives like robots… following only 

your  orders… never exploring the unknown… never experiencing new sensations… then nobody else will 
ever feel the way you felt when you met Arin Sur .” 

It was at that moment that Sinestro looked away. Hal hoped that he was reconsidering his plans. 
There was almost complete silence during this moment. The howling of the wind seemed to express 
Sinestro’s pain. But then Sinestro looked back with a face full of true emotion. 

“It’s for the better,” he said, attempting to conceal that he was almost on the brink of tears. Hal had 
never seen him display such a reaction. “Because nobody else will ever feel the way I felt… when I lost  her.”  

Sinestro began hovering. Hal knew what he was about to do. Sinestro sent another incredibly 
powerful wave of yellow energy in every direction. It was outrageously forceful and incalculably fast. Hal had 
predicted it because of their last encounter, and quickly formed a shield construct just in time, protecting 
himself and his crew. Maintaining the shield during the blast was extraordinarily strenuous. It nearly 
shattered, and it sent Hal and his teammates several feet back. Hal had closed his eyes in a face of 
determination while putting up the shield. When he lowered his shield and opened his eyes, he looked around 
him. Every single one of the hundreds of Green Lanterns and Blue Lanterns had been struck. It was a 
horrifying sight as they all fell downard and crashed into the mountain. Hundreds of thumps were heard in 
every direction as they all tumbled down. 

“Did you kill them all ?” yelled Hal as he courageously flew closer to Sinestro. 
“No. As I have stated before, Jordan… I only kill when necessary. All of these Lanterns have such 

weak souls... it merely required a blast of true fear  to make their minds tremble, and send them falling. They 
will not be interfering with my plans any longer.” 

Sinestro flew several feet out from the peak of the mountain, meeting Hal at eye level. The two of 
them hovered there, both looking one another in the eyes. Hal’s eyes told the story of someone who had 
struggled for nearly a month to reach this point and stop Sinestro from committing an act of what he deemed 
to be evil. Sinestro could read the loss, pain, and courage in that story. But Sinestro’s eyes told a different 
story. One of a man who had spent his entire life trying to reach this moment. He had lost far more than Hal 
could imagine, and it was all for his mission to create order. It was all because he genuinely wanted to help 
the universe, and was prepared to do so by any means necessary. Hal looked at Sinestro, and for possibly the 
first time since they were both Green Lanterns, saw a man who was not evil. But a man who was 
misunderstood. 

“I notice your unity of Lanterns lacks one color, Jordan,” said Sinestro. “Is there no place for love  in 
this battle?” 

“Oh... there is,” said Hal. The timing was unbelievably perfect. A violet twinkle emerged from the 
distant fog. As it came closer, it was revealed to be none other than the love of Hal Jordan’s life. He turned to 
see Carol Ferris flying as graciously as she did twenty years ago. For a wonderful second, he forgot about their 
recent emotional complications, because he was absolutely mesmerized by her. A beautiful streak of 

 



 

sparkling violet light followed her as she approached Hal. She halted directly next to him, eyes locked on 
Sinestro. 

“Hal Jordan,” said Munk. “How did you know that this Star Sapphire would promptly arrive here?” 
“Oh, I sent her phone a message with my ring. I let her know that we needed her now more than ever . 

I knew she’d show.” 
“That is sensible,” said Saint Walker. “But I was under the impression that Carol Ferris retired from 

her Corps many years ago! How could you anticipate that she would be able to retrieve her ring?” 
“Just a hunch,” said Hal. 
“Hal, I don’t even know why I’m here,” sighed Carol. “Your message wasn’t very clear. At all . But some 

part of me… a part I thought I had buried ... just kicked in. The ring came back to me and it brought me here. I 
guess I can’t get rid of… I can’t get rid of my love for you, no matter how much I seriously want to. But it was 
stupid of you to bet on that.” 

“Yeah…” snickered Hal. “Stupid, but right.” 
“That is the most Hal  thing you could possibly say,” said Carol with a sigh and a smile. 
“You all are imbeciles,” said Sinestro as he began to slowly float higher. The winds escalated, and the 

yellow energy coursing across the suit on his body intensified. “You make jokes even when the stakes are 
higher than ever. It is this exact carelessness that I am trying to eradicate from the multiverse with my quest 
for order. Once I eliminate it, everything will be perfect .” 

“It’ll be your  idea of perfect, you monster,” said Carol. 
“My conception of perfection is the only  correct one. My vision is flawless because I have reached a 

state of oneness with all emotions in the universe. How could I possibly be wrong?” 
“Because no matter what powers you may have now, your mind and your heart are still just as flawed 

as all of ours,” said Hal. “It’s what makes you alive . Imperfection is what allows for love, and happiness, and 
friendship.” 

“Hm. In my many years of making bold claims, Jordan, there is but one that I have determined to be 
false. Twenty years ago, I called you my friend. I now realize that the idea of a friend  is not real.” 

“That’s the tragedy of all this, Sinestro. Thaal . It’s the only  thing that’s real.” 
Sinestro shook his head, trying to dismiss the emotions that had been triggered by Hal’s words. 
“You’ve always been my friend,” said Hal. “A really screwed up  friend, but still a friend. And ya know 

something else? I had another friend. Unlike you, he stuck with me through the years, and he was always 
there when I needed him. He was a better teacher than you. A better Lantern. And he was twice the man you 
could ever  hope to be. His name was Kilowog .” Hal looked back at his team. Then he turned back to face 
Sinestro, and said a single word. “Now .” 

What followed was a beautiful spectacle of light. All seven Lanterns released their full force 
simultaneously. Skallox spewed tremendous amounts of red energy from his mouth. Larfleeze unleashed an 
immensely powerful orange beam containing the souls of his victims. Arkillo, now having seen Sinestro’s true 
nature, assisted the effort with a burst of yellow energy. Hal let out a cry as he unleashed all the green light his 
ring could possibly harness. Saint Walker defied his peaceful nature with a blue ray that was powerful enough 
to kill on contact. Munk released a surge of indigo power from his staff. And Carol fired violet sapphire 
crystals from her ring. All seven lights collided with Sinestro, creating an enormous explosion of white light 
that expanded in every direction. 

The light was everywhere. Sinestro could feel the combined efforts of every Corps working against 
him. He wished they only realized that he was right. But they did not. They failed to understand his vision. 

He hesitated before choosing his next action. But he soon realized what needed to be done. There was 
only one way to truly succeed. He could accomplish it with a thought. But before doing so, a few tears 
streamed down his face. The white light faded away. The seven Lanterns had ceased their fire. Sinestro looked 
down at Hal. He closed his eyes as the tears that had built up started flowing down his cheeks. 

“I’m sorry, Hal.” 

 



 

 
And then it was done. 
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Hal gently pressed his lips against Carol’s in a loving kiss. It had just the right amount of passion and 
sincerity to make her smile as soon as their lips came apart.  

“I love you, Highball,” she said. 
“I love you too, babe,” replied Hal. In their many years of working at Ferris Air, there were two parts 

of the job they had never gotten tired of. Flying, and seeing each other. Hal was sitting on Carol’s desk in his 
flight uniform, helmet in hand. He was giving her a goodbye kiss before he went outside to fly. As he stood up, 
he felt her fragile hand grab onto his. He looked down at her hand, which had a wedding ring resting on it.  

“Be careful,” she said to him in a loving manner. 
“I will, Carol Jordan,” Hal replied with a bright smile. 
He left the room and walked down the long hall to the hangar. He approached Ferris Air’s newest jet 

model and climbed into the cockpit. He placed his helmet on his head and relaxed in his seat. With his hands 
firmly on the wheel, he steered the plane out of the hangar, and then took off into the skies. The sound of the 
engine combined with the wind was a comforting noise.  

When the plane was thousands of feet in the air, the stakes were higher than ever. But that was 
always the moment that Hal felt true bliss. Gazing out his stained windows, all he saw was an endless blue 
expanse with a sheet of puffy white clouds. Aside from the occasional message from ground control, this was 
the place where Hal could be alone with his thoughts. This was the place where Hal was himself. Flying. 

But when the plane was parked in the hangar once again, and the sun had set over the gorgeous 
horizon, the time of day came when Hal remembered where his true happy place was. As he walked through 
the door of his home, he hung his jacket on the coat rack and tossed his keys on the counter. Right behind him 
was Carol Jordan. His wife. And as they walked in, he heard the joyful cry of a young child from another room, 
followed by the gentle sound of light footsteps. 

“Daddy!” said Hal’s son, running with adorable bounds to meet him. The sweet embrace of his tiny 
son around his leg brought Hal an immeasurable sense of comfort and joy. After an extended hug, Hal’s son 
ran to greet Carol. 

“Mommy!” he said with a precious smile, filled with innocence and pure love. He wrapped his fragile 
arms around her legs. Hal looked back at the two people he loved most in the entire world before heading 
upstairs to freshen up. 

He walked up the carpeted staircase to a wide hallway. He stepped into his restroom and looked at 
his aged face in the mirror. He ran some water from the shiny faucet and washed his hands. Then he splashed 
a bit of water on his hair and combed it back. It was a routine he always made sure to do once he was home. 
Hal cared about looking presentable for his kid, even if the boy only ever focused on the loving twinkle in 
Hal’s eyes. 

After walking out of the restroom and approaching the stairs to return to his family, Hal saw a yellow 
flicker out of the corner of his eye. It seemed to have come from the bedroom he shared with Carol. He slowly 
turned around and entered the room, cautiously looking around. At first, he noticed nothing out of the 
ordinary. But then something unusual caught his attention. An envelope on his bedside table. He slowly 
walked over to it. He switched on his lamp and took a seat on his bed, examining this peculiar item. It was 
sealed with a sticker that featured some unfamiliar emblem. Hal did not give it a second thought before 
opening the envelope. Not surprisingly, there was a letter inside. Hal unfolded it and began to read the 
writing, while the faint sounds of his wife and child preparing dinner together were heard from downstairs. 

 

 



 

 
 

Jordan, 
 

It is with great regret that I make this decision. What I am doing is an action for the greater good. It will help many people. Of that, 
I am quite sure. I anticipated your protestation, and I planned on eliminating you from the equation entirely. But you and I both 

know that cannot be done easily. So instead, I compromised a small part of my plan. Had I not done this, I would have risked further 
rebellion from you. Not to mention, you simply deserve better. 

 
You currently reside in a small part of my utopia that I only altered in one single way… there are no Lanterns. 

 
The ramifications of my decision will be minimal in comparison to the benefits. I know I seemed like the villain to you and many 
others. But I was doing the right thing. I forgive you for not seeing this sooner. In our complicated lives, it is easy to lose sight of 

what is truly right and wrong. 
 

You will not remember me. You will never understand why this letter appeared on your nightstand. It is uncharacteristically illogical 
of me to leave this with you. I cannot truly explain why I am. Deep within the barriers of isolation with which I have surrounded 

myself, something just told me to. And it felt real. 
 

In this life you are living, a much different ring now rests on your finger. One that will make you far more content than you ever 
thought you could have been. Cherish what you have. Tell your wife and son that you love them every chance you get. Never lose 

sight of how important they are. And never let yourself become convinced that any grand vision is more important than them. That is 
all I ask of you. May the remainder of your days be full of joy. May all be well. 

 
Best wishes, 

A friend 

 


